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!oO SCOPE
!oi Scope° This document establ_ishes a formal _ccept_
ante procedure for the certification of Model 1738 re-
corder/reproducsr.
1.2 Purposeo This procedure defines functional tests
and operational data on individual subassemblies _o insure
system comparability and formulates an evaluation sequence
on the completed assembly°
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCU}._NTS
2.1 The following documents form a par_ of this specifi-
cation°
Specifications
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
]O27& JPL QC Control Regulations for Mariner
Program Procurement: 4 February 1963
As Amended per Contract 950105
_mond En_ineeringLaboratory
General Guidelines for Quality Control Effort
to be applied on Recorder Programs: 5 August
].963
Model ].738 Tape Recorder/Reproducer Operabiona[
}4anua i
3°0 CONDII'IONS
ii _cat, l JnS3.i Precedence of opec ....{ • c o Special considerations
of individual assemblies may require modification of' the
¢t
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general test procedure as outlined by this specification.
Specific tests may be altered or omitted, _nd special
tests may be added only upon approval by the HEL Project
Engineer.
4.0 _ECOHDS
4ol Data° Da_a will be recorded on the reproducible
forms provided for each tes_ using a dark lead pencil or
black ink pen.
Each data sheet will have the serial number of
_he assembly under test, the date of the test and the
signature of the person performing the test°
Serlal numbers of special'equipment will be recorded.
Where a specific piece of equipment is needed to accur-
ately recreate a test set up, it will be considered
special equipment_ The test engineer or the technician
will determine what is special, equipment°
/
5°0 DATA _{EVIEW
5_I _o On critical items, the test
engineer will review data a_]d sign the data sheet in the
provlded space_ Where neaessary_ the qual1_y Con%rol
Depar%ment will review and sign data alsoo
4/
_EI, Test Plan__
6.0 _IECO_tD EOTO_ EVALIIATION
6.1 General, The record motor is a hysteresis synchronous
motor. It develops 0°20 oz-ino at 8000 rpm from a 62 volt
peak-to-peak, 400 cps, squa_,e _ave, single phase source.
6°2 Test Descrip_iono The record motor' will be
performance tested at three ambient conditions° These
data will be recorded on the provided data sheet and
preserved in the designated 1.738 log book°
The following tests will be performed:
A. Inspection (prior to all other items listed)
3° f<oto r Capacitor
C, Synchronous _'orque
D, St_ai! i'orque
E, Fearing _unning Torque
F° Fower Consumlption
G. Lrinding Resistance
H ,. $tabi'!ity.
I Thermal _'•oL re_ S
6.3 Test Seo_enceo The following defines the order of
testing °
.o_or Capaci.tcr Test AL room temperature
determine motor capacitor .value.
2, koom Temperature Test° At 23 ° C +5 ° measure
synchronous tor'que_ stall torque, power consumption,
winding resist, ance; bearing running torque and
examine for instab_l±ty,
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1), Cold Temperatur'e .......
_st. Lepe_t steps of test 2
at l(}_C _ 5°. Do not exceed a temp. change rate >3°C/re.in.
4. Hot. Temperature T_st. kepeat steps of test 2
at +80°C 2 5 _. Do not exceed a temp. change rate m]°C/min.
5. Thermal Stress, Soak motor according to section
6.4 }-l. Do not exceed a temperature change rate >}°C/rain.
6. F1 n_] Room ......... " .... .,::_,_.,__t.. _z,__e,. ___:_=,,:_. Repeat st eps c,.
t_est 2 at 23c6 " 5Co
6.g i]efinit_on. The folio_ng will define evaluation
t, ewnr}ique nnd ,Is]its Ol acc6ptanceo
A. :_r,_ >--,,_ti,,)n,The motor will be inspected hy the
]) ? "[
,._ inspection group, The motor shall conform physi-
cal..,y to the EEL Drawing No. 1.738-101 (current issue)
Upon inspection_ she motor shall be delivered to the
REI, magnetic recorder group for evaluation.
B o kotof £apacitor. At room temperature run motor
with a v._ria_le _.... "",
.._p_clt,.r in the capacitor phase.
Adjust th'_ ,:ap_citor until maximum synchronous torque
_:,_ _:_i]_. torque are nearly e<lue_lo Available range of
capacitor is [et, ween 0.54 and 0.58 mfd.
.............. .._ . ::,}nchronous torque is definedi/o S)Inchronou< Torque o, ,
as the m#:xlm_mi developc, d tgrquo, at a slip speed of
e+ _, 1/2 r[m. The torque _s to _e measured on a REL
Serial _960 t.orqu<- watch stand or equivalent. Take
,._ 7, i_..... L, _:3t _iaP_
no less than 2 wr'-).ps_round mo_..r [,.__ey_ to insur.__ minimum
down stream tension. The down stream tension_ in the
portion of string between the dr'lye pulley and the fixed
post, must h_ small eneugn to allow the str_ing to support
slight arc. ',_._:eu_ e
}
..../
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slip speed with a Lissajous pattern on a scope; or
with a stop war,oh and strobe Torque readings er_ _.h_
w_tch must be corrected by the ratio of pulley
diameter's o Thus:
[)vr_mometer torque x Motor Pu_ Diamo
r,lotor torque = -_ --- ._ _ ......Dynom. _ D_ameter
Synchronous torque should be at least 0°20 oz.
In,, throughout, the temperature range, The motor
should run counter clockwise°
Do Stall Tot uq_, Stall torque is defined as the
torque measured at a speed of 4 rpmo Take sufficient
wraps around motor pulley to al.low _ _.{_o_,rotation of
the motor° Measure the 4 rpm speed with a stop watch,
Correct torque watch reading for difference in pulley
diameters° Stall torque should be at least 90% but
no more than 1505S of the measured synchronous torque,
E_ j3earing Running Tor.__.,, Bearing running torque
or more accurately described as wind and friction
t,orque is defined as the decelerating t,orque measured
at rated speed° Bring motor up to a speed greater
than its designed synchronous speed by raising the
frequency° l,ower battery voltage unt,i.l motor begins
t,o slipo Disconnect power to motor and record the
motor's decelerat, ion characterisables with a sense
<9
co!l and a visicorder_ _'(easure the decel_rating tor_ue
slope at. the speed of interest from the _islc:_rd,_r record
of the sense coil o_pu_,o The slope is sy.nchronou_ speed
divided by straight line approximation of stopping time°
Thus
T - 2if( x loO] x tO "'4 8000
60 x stopping time
Pearing running torque should not exceed ,05 oz, ino at
room temperature and 0_!25 OZo ino a_ -IO°C.
F, Power Consumption. _ower consumption is defined as
the product of the Input Voltage times the Input current
in the power" transformer primary circuit minus the
excitation current. In order to iget the actual motor
power, measure the excitation current in the power trans-
former (remove motor and measure currenc from the §OV
supply, see Figure 6o3) and subtract this current from
the input current when the motor _s connected°
The motcr should cons_e no nlore than 5 wat_,s a_
any load -_t synchronous s[_ee,ff and over the t.emperature
range. Power consum_ption at stall shouia not exceed 1,5
times the corresponding 4 rpm slip value,
Shaft _ower used i.n ca!culabing efficiency
(shaft powe_,. Ilinput power, x I00 may _:e calcul_ted in watts using
kiL Test Plan 17_8
the fo!lo_ring formula:
shaft power =: -__L x speed (rpm)X torque (oz.in.)
IOO0
Pefore t_ing no load readings, stall motor manually.
G. Winding Resistance. Measure winding resistance with
G. R. bridge type 1650-A or equivalent. _[easure-
page 8a
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merit must be made before operating of motor to avoid
error introduced by self-heatingo
H. Stability. Stability is the speed with which a
motor settles to its synchronous speed, The degree
of stability of a motor is to be determined at several
different load levels with a strobe light. With th_
strobe triggered from the drive frequence observe
the rotating shaft of the motor and note any osciila_
tory movements introduced by transients° Record mag-
nitude and damping time of any oscillations.
Io Thermal Stress. Subject motor to 8 cycles of the
temperature test described by the following graph.
!
4---- e---
I
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Figure 6.1
MOTOR MOUNTED IN DYNA_40_ETER STAND
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Figure 6.2
Bearing Run Down Measurement Sensor Output
T(oz. in.) -J (o,. in. sec 2) dW_,_[(Rad)
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6.5 }ie(.'.ord Motor Environmental t:'_t" +_,,,-'.....m_:_,,(,e< •
Part Number 1738-iOO
Motor Serial } Capacic, or Value __ mr_
Input Voltage V dc
1--
]Exco Curren_ },IAdc
i_ _ (:__._" _"Om
Condition
Input Current I<A
Corro Current r.iA
Input Power W
-!O°C 23_C
800O17996!4
!°adi_ ____
-_,-1 -_k-
QLoad___]_Tnc S_al]
_--_
Dynomo Reading oz.in 0
Shaft lorque oz. in. O i
Shaft Eff, ;<] 0 0 0 O
W & F Torque oz. in
ol
Winding kes° ohms
80_C
8000 _7990
ioa__i
0
0
0
•R-w ...............-g,..f 7]C-_ --:--_.._:.
$ta]-
0
"-- 7"- -7,','
ii{-_---.-.----------------_--il
Sta bili',_y • W&F Visicorder Cn_r_ #
[)ate Tested by
Thez_,a i stress
_,iot ,::)r Drive
c'Tci.es
Approved by
;:cope £ai, exp., date
Ammeter Ca!,_ exp° date
D_omometer Calo date
Voitmebe r Ca[,, expo date
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'7o0 PLAYBACK MOTOr{ EVALUATION
7vi General, The playback motor is a hysteresis syn-.
chronous motor° It develops 0°08 ozo in, at. 945 rpm from
a fi volt, 47°25 cps, square wave, two phase drive°
7°2 Test Description° The playback motor wli.l be perform-
ance tested at three ambient conditions° These data will
be recorded on the provided data sheet and preserved in
the ,:lesignated 1738 log book_
The following tests,will be performed:
Ao Inspection (Prior to all other items llsted)
B o Synchronous Torque
Co Stall Torque
D. Bearlng Running Torque
E o Power Consumption
F o Winding Resistance
G_ Power Suppl, y Voltage
H _, Stability
T Thermal _"T
7°3 Test Sequence_ The following defines the order of
testing.
i_ Terminal Vol_ e Test° Determine battery volt,age
according to section 7o_G_
2_ Hot TempeFat,_i__Test, Ab _80°C _: 5° measure
synchronous torque_ st,all torque_ power consump<ion,
Page 1].
win',ilrlg resistance, bearing run.nlng t,orque and
examine for instability at 850 rpm, 945 r'pm_ and
lOgO rpmo
3. Room Temperature Test° Repeat steps of test 2
at 23°C + 5°° Do not e_ceed a tempo change _]°C/m_n_
4° Cold Temperature Test o Repeat steps of test 2
at .,iO°C + 5°° Do net exceed a tempo change _ 3_C/mi[lo
5o Thermal Stress, Soak motor according to secti.,n
7,4Io Do not exceed a tempexature change > 3°C/min_
6. Final }{oom Temperature Tes%_ Repeat steps of test
2 at 23°C + 5°°
7o4 Definition,, The following defines evaluation tech-
nique and liml%s of acceptance,
A o In___ection, The motor will be inspected by the
REL inspection group° The motor shall conform physi-
cally t,o the REL Drawing Noo 1738-.]OO (curren_ issue)°
Upon inspection, the motor' shall be delivered to
_he ]{EL magnet lc recorder group for evaluation°
B, S_nchronous Tcrqu_£eo Sy-ncbronous torque is de-,
fined as the maximum developed torque at a slip speed
of i :i:1/2 rpm,, The torque is to be measured on a
I{EI, Set,a! 2960 t<-r'que _vatch stand or eq_i_a[ent,_
Take no Less <ban 2 wraps arour_d motc, r pulley _o
insure min_m_ down str'eam _;ens_on, The down stream
Pa@_e !2
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<ens.ion, in the portion of st_.'in&[between the drive
pu].ley and the fixed post,_ m_st b_ small enough t,o
allow the str-ing to suppor.-' e slight at'co Keasure
slip speed with a I,issajous patt.ern on a scope, or
with a stop war,oh and st[_obe, Tor'que reading on
watch must be corrected by the Fatio of pulley diam-
eters° Thus :
I,io¢of torque .=D_'namomete_- torque x Motor Pulley Diam.
_--_- _._ynomo _ulley Diameter
Synchronous torque should be a¢ least O_08 ozo
in, t,hroughout the Cemperature range a¢ 850 rpm,
945 rpm_ and 1040! rpm,
The motor should be run counter clockwise°
Co Stall Torque° Stall torque is _efined as the
torque measured at a speed _.f 4 rpmo Take sufficient
wraps around motor" pulley to allow a slow _-,otation
of the motor° Measure the 4 rpm speed wJ._h a stop
watch o Correct torque watch reading for difference
in pulley diame,r.ers_ Stall t,orque should be Oo07
OZo ino of greater _t nominal frequency and voltage,
I) o Bearin_ iiunni n_, _ '. ,_earlng Funning torque
o_" more accurately described as wind and fr_ction
torque is defined as the decelerablng torque measured
at rated speed. Bring motor, up to a speed greater
9.
than its designed sy_ch_'or_ous speed by r,aioi_g t,ne
frequerlc]. Lower batteFy _,.,Jltage mitil motor begins
to slipo Disconnect po_er to motor and record the
motor's deceleratio_ ch_Fact;erisbics _it;h a sense
coll and a vlsicorder. Eeasure the decelerating
torque slope at the speed of interest from the
visicorder record of the sense coil output. The
sk)t)<:_ IS SV_t<_h_'o'._Ot._ S}:,<i<:d -]:t ,.;_kded[)), st.r"oig __" ._.Ln,<-
appro×imation o.f stopping _Ime_
?'ff x o70 × ]0 "t+
Thus.
stopp_ ng tlme
Bearing run_.:ing t:)rque shou].d not exceed 0..02 OZo
in: at room temperatuFe and 0_06 oz. ino at -]O°Co
E, Power Const_m_,siOho Power consumption is defined
as the product of the flattery Voltage t,imes _he Bat-
tery current i_L the bridge circu]t o The motor should
consLm_e no mcre than .7 _att.s at any logd at synchro-
nous speed and over the t_._mpe_u,"ure range, l>owe F
coP.st.tmpt.iori st. stall s!'i:t ld r_.ot exce<_ ko_ times
the corresponding 4 rpm sill, vaLue_
'jhaft power used J.n ,..a]cula::i:_g ef"fi.:ienc•y
( shaft pc,weu x I00 { r_i_:_yb,::c.:_IcuI_ted -kn watt<:,
( input po_er
using the f'o_i,,_w[ng .f{..,:mt'_-_.
,74 x stlee'.i (r't ?m) x ::,o:'9_e (oz.in.)
sbaft po_er ......... : ..... l_Ci[;. ............
[;{efore making no load reading, stall moLor manually.
) :,g_-. 14
Fo Windin_ _tesiste,nceo _.=,_,sur'e winding :"esistance
w_th Go _,i. b__lise type 1650-,A or equival_,_ Keasur'e-
ment must be made before operating of motor to avoid
• + •error introduced by sel,f-hea,.,ing.
G. Power J{upply Voltage. The power supply voltage
to the bridge drive is established b_'ween 4 and 6
voEts dc and must be determined at 80°C to accommo-
date t_:e *,._a_qu_:Feq_,iFem_._it..
goal< r:_otor st 80_C _ ' ]0 _ " _"m ,n , ,. ( ,., _':] i/i.fll ti!l ,. A b
a d_'ive frequency of 522 ci s, adjusL battery voltage
t.o t-live 0°08 ,.)z. in. torque at 4 rpm slip. liecheck
afr,er a I0 minute non ope_'ative soak. Once deCermined,
this vol%age will become fixed and used _hr"oughout
_he evalua_iono This ' -_vo±t_ge wilil also be used to
set the playback voltage., I'eg_lat-'or o_tput in the system
}[. Stabi!it_. Stability is the speed wit,h _,,_hicha
motor settles to its synchronous speed. The degree
of stability of a motor ls to b_ letermineJ ].t,several
different load !eveis with a strobe light° Wibh the
strobe triggered from the drive frequence observe the
rotating shaft of the motor and note any oscillatory
movements introduced by transients° keeord magnltude
and damFing time _,f any oscillations.
I. Thermal Stress° Subject motor _o 8 cycles of the
j :._¢,..,, ] a
temperature test descriOed by the foiio_1__g g_'aph_
- Io_.
Fage i6
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7° 5 Playback Kobor Environmental i:crf9!im(!!/!L;
I<otor oerla_
Part ik_mbcr 1.738-1OO
[ ] Temperature ]
,Frequency cps
Speed rpm
Condition
Input Voltage V dc
Input Current "'_.P.dc
Input Power _U¢I
Dynom. _{eading oz.in
Shaft Torque oz. in.
Shaf_ Eff. ]<_
W & F Torque oz. in.
42,5
8501 846
o! I
0
0
/
i
I
i
0
0
0
I
t o
I 0 0
Winding ilesistance
S_ abil ity " W&F Visicorder Chart
!)at.e Tested by
i
Ther,:a] stress
,_c%or Drive
>;cope
cyc !es
Ammeter
Dynomometer
Volmneter
_pproved bv
Cal, exp, date
Cal. exp. date
Caio date
Cal. exp. date
PaKe ] ?
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8ol Oeneralo The cop.lanar he_d }_NI/38-lL)2 is a two
track record_ rc.pr'oduce_ head modu]e,, The record section
is designed to, operate at 7 ma _ith a gap widt, h of 250
microincheso The playback secti)n has an oubput of 50
microvolts peak to peak at 0,01 inches of bape per
second and a gap of i00 microi mhes°
8o2 Test Descri[;tion. The following tests will be
performed on the copianar head"
A. Mecha_,lcal Inspection
B. Winding, Resistance
u. Winding Inductance
D. Interwinding i{esistance
Eo DC Sat._ration Current
F o AC Saburation Current
G, Residual Magnetism
H. Playback Signal Ampli%'ude
i. Vl sva! Imspection
J o Temp_-ature
K. Temperature Soak
8.3 Test Sequ_-nceo The following w11] define the order
of testiIlg o
io blecii_nical i_spectiono The head shall comply
with drawing 1738-102 per inspection instruction
1). .... "I_
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sheet #1738-102o NOTE: Inspect head face visually
only! A cotton pad is the only material that
should come in contact with the head face and should
be covered with such at all times except during
inspection. Caution- Do not touch head face with
fingers° Fingerprints can cause permanen_ damage.
2. Electrical Inspection. _xamlne wiring for
proper celor code and general workmanship per drawing
1738-i02. I{ecord and document on the coplanar head
evaluation data sheet the following tests"
A. Record Winding DC Resistance
B, [{ecord _@inding Inductance
C. Playback Winding DC Resistance
D. Playback Winding Inductance
E° Interwinding ]{esistance
3. Functional Evaluation° Determine the following:
A. DC Saturation Current
B AC _• oaturat ion Current
Co Residual Zagnetism
D, Playback Signal Amplitude
4° TeT_gm_perature Soak° Soak at 180°F for 24 hours.
Repeat, soak at O°F for 24 hours.
5o Visual Check. Inspect visually for effects of
temperature, such as core shift and weepage. Stone
_age .].9
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••ii!!_
face if necessary. This step is to be performed by
the Magnetic Recorder Assembly Group only.
6. Temperature Ccy_c_. Temperature cycle heads for
9 days according to section 8.4K.
7. Visual Inspection. Check head surface for
smoothness.
8. Final Electrical Inspection. Repeat step 2 parts
A through Eo
9. Fin____aalFunctional Evaluation. Repeat step 3 parts
A through D.
8.4 Definition. The following will define evaluation
technique and limits of acceptance.
A. Mechanical Inspection. The coplanar head will
be inspected by the REL inspection group. The head
shall physically conform to the REL drawing 1738-102.
Nothing, not even, fingers should come in contact with
the tape path face. Investigation of the surface
must be limited to visual inspection. Upon completion
of mechanical inspection, the head shall be delivered
to the Magnetic Recorder Group for evaluation.
_. Winding Resistance. Measure winding resistance
with a General Radio impedance bridge type 1650-A
only. The DC resistance of the record and playback
windings should be as specified on drawing #1738-102
-I or -2 as required.
Page 20
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Record data on 1738 head assembly data sheet and
document with signature and date°
C. Winding Inductance° Measure winding inductance
with General Radio impedance bridge type 1650-A onlyo
Record winding inductance should be 19 mh maximumo
Playback inductance should be as specified, Record
and document data on the 17_8 head assembly data sheet°
Do Interwinding Resistance, Measure resistance
between each winding and from each winding to ground
with 1862B megohm meter set on the 50 volt range
only. Resistance should be 15 meg_minimum. Record
and document data on the 1738 head assembly data sheet°
E, DC Saturation Current° The DC saturation current
is the minimum DC current needed to erase a signal
pre-recorded with 7°5 ma, 1Oo7 kc record current°
Install the head in the i738-BB tape puller
and record both tracks at 12o84 inches per second with
7°5 ma record current_ Monitor the open circuit play-
back signal at the playback head with a Tektronics type
503 scope or equivalent°
When recording is complete, remove input signal
and apply pure DC to one side of bhe record head while
pulling the tape at_712o8 ips. Note the minimum direct
Page 21
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current measured across the lO _eslst, or in the head
driver needed to remove the pre_recorded AC signal
from the tape comple5eiy. This is the DC saturation
current. Write the value for each track on the
data sheet.
F. AC Saturation Current_ The AC saturatlon current
is the current at iOo7 kc ti_at saturates the tape.
Record a IO.? kc signs] at i2_84 :ipSo Monitor
both record current and playback voltage at the
head. Increase the record current from zero ma until
the playback voltage ceases to grow in amplitude.
The record current at this point is the AC saturation
current.
Increase record current to 7°5 mao The playback
amplitude must not fall more than 5{ from 5he value
measured at saturation° Write on data sheet the
values for saturation cur_-ent, open circuit play-
back signal at satm'ation_ and open circuit play-
back signal at ?°5 mao A record current for both
tracks°
G. Residual Magnetism. Residual n_agnetism is a
permanent magnetism of the head which tends to erase
the tape.
Fage 22
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,,e<ord 1.007 _,c until both tracks ere full at, 12.8/+ ips.
Examine playback signal amplitude at ,_ tdpe speed
of 12o84 ips while recording° i{emove record power
and allow tape to make five complete revolutions,
then re-examine the playback signal amplitude° The
final signal should not have decreased in ampli<ude
more than i0':i_from the original signal°
_l, i'__,£!).i.dL:.,_ii_L!_.::__mj_Lit.,,_deo ,_.o_ _ ,, ltJo. ;..,.
signal witi_ .7.5 ma r.ecord current (.,n 0.:th t.r'acki) at 1,2.84 ips
Feea the playback si_;na] to a 17]8-o8 calibrated
preamplifier'° Playback at 0oO1 ips with the VCO
(voltage controll.ed oscillator} externally locked
at 1.512 ppso Record signal's amplitude and examine
wave shape for distortion°: The signal from the head
must be 5(; microvolcs peak-to-peak of more on either
track.
i{ecord 21,/+ kc and measure playback amplitude
through a 1738-68 calibrated preamp]ifter as above° The
signal amplitude must be 80,_ or greater, of r.he 10.7
kc playback signal°
io Visual insllectiono Visual inspecti_.,r, _.__if be
perfo.rmed by the liagnetic l_ecorder Assembly (]FOUpo
Under a low power micr'oscope observe the head sur-
face for core shift, weepage._ condition o__ gap, and
I _ ge o,-__,
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other imperfections such as scratches, oxide buildup,
or finger prints° Stoning is permitted; however,
a record of the operation is to be kept in the log
book.
Jo Temperature Soak. Heads are to be soaked at
180°F for 24 hours and O°F for 2& hours° The chamber
must be at room temperature while the head is put
in or taken out. of the chamber to prevent a tempera-
ture shock° The heads must not see a rate of change
greater than 5°F per minute.
The head is to be placed in a sealed container that
has be_n purged for" at least one minute with dry nitrogen
before placing in the environmental chamber.
K. T#mperature Cycle° The heads are to be tempera-
ture cycled eight times according to the following
graph:
I _'O°F ................./
o°F
.... ---.-4 ! _ !
.i h_.
4-- ...... -+..... "-_/
/
_----
The coplanar head evaluation data sheets should be
updated to include the color code listed below°
OrP_.ANGE
t_P,..OWN
YELLOW
E,I_(bWN
YF_LL.GW
S_IELb
Ot7__ANGE O-
YE.LLOW
D_AWI NG IVS_-1o2-1
YELLOW
PLA Y _ A C K.
S_CTION
OI_/XNGE
YE.LLO_./
O P__EL_
WHFT_
GEEENt
5N; E LD
ORANGE
YELLOW
E_t_OWN
O
O
S E C T_ O 1',4
D_AWiNC::, I]_{_,-IOZ - 2
--.T------O
----0
FLA I_CK
S _.L.CT l C3_4
WH IG E
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8.5 C_gp_lanar Head Evaluation Data
PN 1738-102 Date SN
i. Mechanical Inspection.
Head accompanied with certified data from
manufact ur'er
Head meets requirement of inspection instruction
sheet #1798-102
Signature of inspector and date
2 Electrical Inspection.
T_Z
)
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o
Wind resistance and inductance in tolerance
Interwinding resistance:
Orange of TRI to orange of TR2
Orange of TRI to red of TRI
Orange of TRI to red of TR2
Orange of TRI to case
Orange of TR2 to red of TRI
Orange of TR2 to red of TR2
Orange of TR2 to case
Red of TRI to red TR2
Red of TR1 to case
Red of TR2 to case
Signature of inspector and date
Functional Evaluation.
A. DC saturation current
B. AC saturation current
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ob_ns
meg ohms
ma TRI ma TR2
ma TRI ma TR2
Playback signal at saturation ____F_ypp TRI
Playback signal at 7°5 ma
C, Residual magnetism:
_____pp TR2
j_ypp TR±
_vpp TR2
Playback signal amplitude while recording
__./_vpp TR1 ___/_vpp TR2
REL Test Plan 1738
Playback signal amplitude after 5 passes
7y_vpp TRI ___xvpp TR2
Do Playback signal amplitude at 10o7 kc
___d._v TRI 7y,_v TR2
Playback signal amplitude at 21.4 kc
_/._v TRI _ TR2
Signature of operator and date
4° Temperature Soak° The head received the required
soak test without receiving a temperature shock
greater than 5°F/min.
Signature of operator and date
5. Visual Check°
Comment:
Signature and date
6. Temperature Cycle.
_F for hours each.
7. Visual Check.
Co_ent"
Head received cycles of
Temperature gradient
°F and
°F/min.
Signature and date
iage 2'7
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8. Final Electrical Inspection,
"TR_
"rp.Z
KECORD 5£.C,TIO
y_uu_
_Un.D
S_tLI.D
Winding resistance and inductance in tolerance
Interwinding resistance:
Orange of Till to orange of TR2
Orange of TiLl Lo red of TR1
Orange c;f Till _o red of TR2
Orange of TR1 to case
Orange oi' Ti_2 to _'ed of T_.I
Orange of Tk2 to red of TE2
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
Page 28
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Orange of TR2 to case
Red of TRI to red of TH2
Red of T[{I to case
Red of TR2 to case
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
meg ohms
Signature of inspector and date
9. Final. I:unctional Evaluation.
A. DC saturation current
Bo AC sa_ura[_on ,_._.rent
Playback signal at saturation
ma TR2
ma TR2
_vpp TRI
._k'_"pP TR2
Playback signal at 7.5 ma
C. i{esidual magnetism:
_g{vpp TRI
j_vpp TR2
D •
Playback signal amplitude while recording
_pp TR1 ____pp TR2
I_layback signal after" 5 passes
_pp TI{I_pp Tl{2
Playback signal amplitude at !O.7 kc
__W_pp Ti{1___pp T_2
Playback signal amplitude at 21.4 kc
_pp TR1 ____pp TR2
Signature and date
Reviewed by
Reviewed by
r.lagnetic Recorder Department
Quality Conzrol Department
rage ,,f',_
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9.1 !",en-era=_.
,f,_, , k¢'.L _ " [., "
idler, the F,I_ess_u'e t,,_Itpulley and the tape reel are pre-
!oa-/ed duplex pail's. They have teen manufactured _i_h
•care to prevent damage and ccntamination.
Since a thorough insoection for "'" - -_
_:amag_ cr ;ontamina-
tion would be a des'_.l',.._-.-_._...... test, +_.h_oe_'bcar'ings must t,,_..
eva].uare4 }y t.h,_ f'el]._,,;_.7; q't_]i_'iv.? F.r<:ce?.-.o
9.2 Des,:_ift.icn. The f41!,:,wing ste.po _ wil _: be iJerformed
on the capstan, the idle,., the pressure belt pulley arlu
the tape reel assemh!ie;i'
a. Feel Test
:_ Coastdown Tiz:;e
C. Temperatule C)'cie
D. i;.un-in
Identify assembly , "_" stan<._t_lbe and record data {)ria
vellum (,{py of page ]5 '" '_ 9.;,e_tion , 5 of this Test_ Plan and
enter it into t,he r'es i ...c{:,ive 173,_ Log _{,')<k.
9..3 es<; L.e_ael)c( i. .';(,_1 c.,mp,_e_.ion of' a be:lri.ug asser, It)-y,
the respective &_se.m_,].v I:_.- ), , ",_o_.e_.ti_n and _cs_ _,h .... k Lis_
will call f,.:r a bea;",.:,_ ._ test. At, this 'ime,_ t,he following
items will be [)ei'foi_<,: in <,I'<]e,,"
A. Feel Test. i._e,:(,rd condition of bed_=,,_.
:' . Coa s_,_,,.,.,,,. ...,_._ ........f :_me. i",e _'_,r'd,. <he a ver.._ g_.,_ :.,'t _,ppi ng..... time
o? <hree r'uns.
C }lot an] Col<! Tamr.er'atur'e Soak ;,
• , . _e c<)_,,' t em?et-,rl t u_,e,
_age )(.I
duration and number of cycles of environmenna! exposure.
D. Post-Environmental Feel Test. i{ecord condition
of bearings after tempera_oure soak.
E. Post-Environmental Cc,astdown Time. I(ecord the
average stopping time of three runs after temperature
soak.
F. I{un-in. Exercise bearings for two (2) hours at
their !)rescrihed sr,ec-_so
G. Post,- ,tun-:in Feel T(:_,::;to_{ecor',&_conai[ion c,f'bear-.
ings af%er rtm-ino
ii. i'ost-ltur_-in Coast, down Time. ;{ecor'd the average
stopping time of three (3) r<ms after r,_n-ino
9.4 Definitions. The following will define evaluation
_echnique and limits of" acce_,_tance:
A. Feel Test° The feel test, is a qualitiabive test
to detect roughness in a bearing while rotating at a
slow speed.
}<otat,e bearing at least thrpe (3) times in each
direcLiono bescr:_e the condi<],,,_: of t,he bearing as
Good or Reject.
7,. Coas_down Time° Coast, down time is the time for
a bearing assembly runnin, 7 at; speed to free-wheel <o
a stop. The time is indicative of the wind and
friction torque of the m,')<hdeo Windage is fixed by
geome<ry; friction by bearlng preload, lubrication.,
ball corldibiGr! and raceway condibion o
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Use a__,1800 itPK sy.nChronous motor ._i%h a 2"
rubber" wheel or_ the shaft to bring the bearing
assemb]:y up %o speed, then remove rubber wheel.
Upon removal of rubber wheel., st,art a stopwatch
and measure %he time for the assembly to come
to rest. iiecord the aver'age of three (3) runs.
By applying the 2" rubber _heel ¢o the
foliowing pulleys, make coastdow._:, measurements
from these speeds.
Drive capstan at 2400 iiPK bY driving it at
the !_- inch diameter pulley°
Drive the first idler ab 2_OO i{PM by driving
it at the 1½ inch diameter pulley.
Drive the second idler at 2465 RPM by
driving it at the 1o46 inch diameter pulley.
Drive pressure belt pulley at ]600 RPM by
driving it at the 1 inch diameter pulley°
Drive the tape reel at 1360 }{PM by driving
it at the 2,65 inch diameter of %he hub°
When testing the capstan, rotate the i-1/2
inch diameter pulley clockwise viewed from the
capstan end,, Tnis checks the shaft bearings°
Next hold the flywheel and rotate the 1-$ inch
diameter pulley coun%erc].ockwise to check clutch
bearings°
O
C. Hot. and CoLd T_ _m_perature Joako Place bearing
assembly in a sealed container and purge for one (1)
t_p
J
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minute with dry nitrogen° Insert purged container in
temperature chamber and cycle according to the .following
graph°
/
fn the case of the capstan, cy(:le a mini!hum of )
times prior to grinding° In no case allow the Lemper ....
ature gradient to exceed 5°F per minute°
Do R__un-i____nnoRun-in is the spinning of a bearing
assembly for a lengbh of time in order to form a
bearing performance trend°.
Befoz'e running-in, belt drive the beaz'ing
assembly with an REL DC Hybrid motor having a
calibrated torque current characteristic°
Record the no-.load motor current, the loaded motor
current, the motor speed, the module speed, the motor
torque and computed input torque to module°
Input Torque to Module= M°t°r Output Torque x Motor Speed
Module Speed
With a g6OO RPM REL Hybrid motor and the proper
drive pulley, drive the respective assembly in the
following manner"
Page .33
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Ruin-in
Assembly l_Time
I
Capstan Assembly[2 _+_
(Prevent the 1½"]hours
Dia. Pulley From l
Rotating} I
Idler Assembly
Pressure Belt
Assembly
Tape Heel
Assembly
2 +J
hours
hour s
hour s
Run-in
Speed
2300
k PN
Module
Pulley Diao
3/4"
I_"
i T!
7/8"
Drive
Pulley Dia.
3/8-
3/4"
3/4"
3/_"
Direction
I
CW Viewed'
From Cap-
stan End
CW or
CCW
CW or
CCW
CW or
CCW
Then repeat the torque measurements made with the
calibrated REL DC Hybrid motor after run-ino
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the bea]'i_,'g tests on the capstan: the idler, the pressure
belt pu]iey and the t:ape reel. Reference to clutch is
relevant, to capst, an assembly only,,
Assembly I)es.:ription :
4ear in g, ,3e ri a .l.. Nc, o .' .):_n,:_", -!.
Serial No_
ulut .h
T
U po n | Po st.
............ i._si?mbJ.y .I['emperatt]re
Feel Test, iShaftC] ut, ct
I :]haft sec. sec
Coast, down I.'-z--__ - ........ _. "-----
T_ma "|Clutch seco sec
S oat<
1_0 S t;
kun-_, in
S_C o
sec o
_erat,arc S:;ak Data'
._,x_.,L,s.:d ::.,,.', °F fur hours and <,c.', F for hours
for ___cycle_,.
RPM
RPM
:)
Dut_rioi: :)f }{un.,In ......hrso Speed .... RPM
.................... ..._ ..................... i-A{_-,_\_]ian--_(n--ce me >t'" .............. ]
<,-)_r, S/N _ '
• "...... . ................. [ ..)I _un- tn tPcsc.-.;,tur_-lri
.:c t,._._,t""-. e d, .....;,;'_ ] _...............................
i,_<),:i_a].e .; ;, n ,_,'. ,:t [i..
•(.)_,('," ! ; l'r_iti_ C'Z " "_r,
.,_. .... it: : i ' <{]..I'c" C_'_ 1(l
• _" C'- 7 " -- ...................... Date
}:a _,: i3
it) -"
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i0oO CAPSTAN ASSEMBLY
I0oi General. The capstan transfers power from the drive
belt to the magnetic tape and tape reel assembly. This
transfer must be accomplished efficiently while isolating
the section of tape crossing the head from transient
influences.
The capstan is manufactured with precision bearings
and is to be assembled with care.
10o2 Description. The capstan is to be assembled in the
clean area by the Magnetic Recorder Group. Pages 38 and
39 of this Test Plan itemize certain critical steps in the
capstan construction. Each critical step must be documented
by the person performing the operation. The inspection and
test results are to be reviewed by'the assembly foreman and
the Quality Control Department.
10.3 Sequence. Construct capstan assembly according to the
REL Drawings #1738-7-1 or -7-2, filling out a vellum copy of
%he Inspection and Test Check List on page 38 and a vellum
copy of the Bearing Assembly Data Sheet on page 35.
1Oo4 Definitions. The following will define evaluation
technique and limits of acceptance"
Ao Bearings. Only bearings rated as Good
(page 31, Section 9) should be used in this assembly.
Bo 9earin_ Protrusion. Bearing protrusion shall be
0°002 to 0.O14 inches at pulley and at housing.
Page 36
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. "'- .... SD_a_. Clutch drum stoacing shouldC _,iuu,.h D_'um
be O_OO] to 0°005 inches.
D. C_stan Run-out. Capstan run-out after grinding
should be less than or equal to 0,00005 inches TIR max,
E, :In_n_putPulle[ l)iamet,rical [{un-out. Input pulley
dfametrJcal run-,out should be less than 0o()005
inches TIi{,
be less d_an 0.005 inches Tli[,
G, _n_ Puil_ Diametral i_un-ou_. Co,_p!ing
pulley rim-out, should be less than 0°0005 inches Tfit,
H. _I._A_. Wobble. Coupling pulley wobble
should be less than 0,005 inches TIH.
I_ _. Weight shall be approximately l&O grams for
the upstream capstand and 1%0 grams for the downstream
capstan.
NOTE: Should tes_ plan and biueprint differ, print
shall take precedence°
>
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Ca_pstan Assemblz__ectio n and Test Ctleck List
Se_'ia! Number-" Date
Operation
To Cementzng, slinger
to shaft(Bonding Dept)
2_ Bearing Fit
in Housing
3o Bearing fit
in Pulley
on Shaft,
o 1.grime,.,_. of
Bearing Earks
-_7 in Housing
Done By
(Initials & Date Data & Remarks
(b) in Pulley
[o Vent Hole
Alignment
7. Loquic, Loctite
and Torque
(a) Capstan End
(b) Flywheel End
(c) Flywheel. to
Pulley
(d) Pulley
8. Beartng
Protrusi on
9. C]uLch Drum
Spacing
1.0o C] ut, ch Spring
Fit
ll,,Shaft Screw Loqulc,
I,oc t:.l t.e, "r<uque
kun- o u t;
l.)oinput Pu].ley
Diarnetral Run -out.
Znche_
inche_
inche
_nche
Pa_e 38
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10o5 (Cont ic, ued)
Done By
Oper_r. ion (Initials & Date)
14o input. Pulley Wobble
(axiai run._ou_)
15,Coupl ing Puiley
Diametra.l }tun..-out
Data & Remarks
inches
inches
16oCoupling Pulley
Wobble inches
iT.Tempelature
Cycle
Record dato on
ve]ium copy, pag_
]5_Seco 9 and
include with
these data°
Record da%a on
vell_n copy,
page 35 and
include with
these data,
grams
18. Fi.nish GrlnUlng
19 _Test bearings
per seco 9.
Lock 1½" diao
Pulley & ro_te
in CW direction
viewed from
Capstan end._
2Oo Visual inspection
21 0Weigh_, (.nearest
gram)
i_eviewed by
Assembly Foreman
_tev]ewed by
qual try Control. Depa_'t,ment
}:'age _9
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ii.0 IDLER ASS_4BLY
II,I General_ The idler which transfers power from one
belt %o another is manufactured with precision parts and
is to be assembled with care°
11.2 Descrip%ion_ The idler is to be assembled in the
clean area by the Magnetic Recorder Assembly Group°
Page 42 itemizes certain critical steps in the construction
of the idler_, Each critical step must be documented by the
person performing the operation. The inspection and test
results are to be reviewed by the Assembly Foreman and the
Quality Control Department_
ii_3 Sequence° Construct idler assembly according to
the REL Drawings #1738--8 or -9, filling out a vellum copy
of the Inspection and Test Check sheet on page 42 and a
vellum copy of the Bearing Assembly Data Sheet on page 35.
11.4 Definitions° The following will define evaluation
techz_que and" !imits of acceptance°
As _o Only bearings rated as Good
(page 31_ sectlon 9) should be used in this assembly°
B. Bearin__ ProtrusiOno Bearing protrusion should be
0.002 to 0.014 incneso
Co Diametral Run-out_ pulle_@_Zo Diametral runout,
pulley should be less than 0_0006 inches TIRo
D_ _u]leZ.Wobb]______._ Pulley wobble should be less than
0_005 Inches TIRo
Eo D1ametrai Run-out On Shaft Where Belt Runs° Diametral
Fage 40
tFo W_e_t_ We!gi'l_ saaii be appro_imat_,iy {:,t_ gram.._ for
the first _,:lc.r an_ 57 gram_ for Lhe seconc i.:,_i_.,-_,.
NOTF__: Should te_%. plan and blueprint differ, _,he print
shall t, ake precedence-
Fage 41
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iio 4 Idler Assembly Inspection and Test Check List
Serial Number Date
Operation
io Bearing Fit
In Housing
2o Bearing Fit
On Shaft
]. Alig__ment 'o'f ...... '
(a) Stuart Screw(s)
{b) Open Cap
C) (_
_.,Losed Cap
5. Screw Torques
6o Vent Hole
Alignment
17. Bearing Pro-
truslon
i
i8o Diametral Run_
out,, Pulley
9o Wobble (axlal
PulleyMO _Lr_t,_
lOoDzametral Run-,out
Shaft Where Eel.t
Runs
lloTest Per Seco 9
12oVlsual Check
13oWeigh_.{nearest gram
(Initials & Date} Data and Remarks
....... 1 ,,
J
inches
inches
inche_
............ inches
i (See page 35)
gram
Reviewed by.
Assembly Foreman
Revlewed by
Quality Control Department "
Page A 2
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C' O "12 . 0 r,_m_ou"P_°"_"r"_v,,._.,}?ELT f'[JLLEg A_ElviI3L_V
12,1 Oe__nera_l, The pressure belt pulley, whac:h guides trie
belt that presses the magnetic tape against the head, is
manufactured with preclsion parts and must be assembled with
care.
12.2 Description° The pressure belt assembly is to be
assembled in the clean area by the Nagnetic Recorder"
Assembly Group° Page 44 itemizes certain critical steps in
the construction of _he pressure belt assembly,_ Each critical.
step must be documented by the person performing the operation.
The inspection and test results are to be reviewed by the
Assembly Foreman and the Quality Control Department.
12o3 Sequen_e_ Construct pressure belt pulley according
to the REL Drawing ff1738-i3, filling out a vellum copy of
the Inspection and Test Check sheet on page 44 and a vellum
copy of the Bearing Assembly Data sheet on page 35,
12.4 Definition. The following will define evaiua_ion
technique and limit of acceptance"
Ao _._2. Only beardngs rated as Good (page ]l,
section 9) should be used in this assembly.
_o Dlametral Run-Out, Diame_ral run-out should be
less than 0.0005 inches°
C
TIR,
D.
Wobbie_ Wobble should be less than 0_005 inches
W_e_!iht.o Weight should be approximately 25 grams°
Fage 43
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12o4 P1e_.sure Belt Pulley Assemol_spect on _nd Test
Check List
Ser1_l Number" Date
Operat i on
Io Bearing Fit
In Pulley
2o Bearing Fit
On Shaft
Done B_ Date}Initials Data and Remarks
o Loquic & Loctite
15o 5crew Torques
6° Di,_met. rai i_un,..Out
7o Wobble {_xi.at Mount}
8o Test Bearimgs
per Section 9
9o Visual Check
l.OoWeight (Nearest
gram)
inches
inches
. Record data on a
: vellum copy of page
J5 and include
with these data
grams
_evlewed by
}lev_ewed by
Assembly Foreman
Quali.ty Control Department
REL i'esL Pian i738:_
1.].O TAPE REf]b ._..,,,n,.,._,_._ .INS_I_b_fON
15,i Genei'al_ Tne _ape reel is 5he cont,atner for %he end-
less loop of j29 fe_b of Mylar' recording %ape.
1).2. Description, 'The %ape reel is %o be assembled in
the clean area by the Magnetlc Recordel Assembly Group.
Page 48 it,emlzes certain critical steps in the construction
of %he tape reel. Each critical step must be documented by
the person performing r,he Operation, The Jnspectior, and t__ 1
r_:sulLs are _o be reviewed by the AssembLy Foreman and bhe
Quality Conbrol DeTartment.
i3,3 S_equence, Construct tape reel according to the REL
Drawing _1738-Ii) filling out a vellum copy of the Inspection
and Test Check Sheet on page 48 and a vellum copy of the
Bearing Assembly Data Sheet on page ]5,
1]o4 Definitions. The following will define evaluation
technique and limits of acceptance.
A, Bearin_ Only bearings rated as Good should
be used in this assembly; (See page ]I_)_
B, D_ame_rai R_m--Out, Diametral run-out should be
less than O_O05 ]n(hes_
C. Wobble. Wobble should be less than 0°005 :inches TIR.
Do Piabe, Tape Reel Run-Out, Tape Reel run-out at
plate should be ie.s than 0_005 inches T[R.
E, W e_9i. Weight of' tape reel wlth tape should be
app_-oximaLely 210 grams.
Fag_ 4 5
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F. _e Pre-run. Wind 360 feet of Minnesota I<lning and
ma.mfactur'ing, Company ma_netic recording tape_ part
number ,n the REL tape puller. Run tape at i2
inches per second until the entire %ape has made 150 to
175 passes _
Go Splice Tape Pre,-curin__o Pre.-cure number 3M390
video splicing tape by baking individual strips at
200°F for four (_) ho,.ns_
H_ _'j_n_o Wind 330 feet of pre._run tape on hub_
Leave approximately one (1) foot at each loose end.
Remove lubricant where splice is to be made with
alcohol_ Butt splice the ends with one inch of
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing part number 390
video splicing tape on the lubricated side of the tape.
As an added control on the materials and process, any
tape splice which may possibly be the final tape
splice to be put in a particular machine shall be
subjected to the following _est: Obtaln approximately
a six (Oj inch sample of the tape from the region to
be spiiced_ Make a typical splice in this sample
exactly the same as the splice in t.he recorder tape
and with a piece of the same strip of cured splicing
tape o Subje¢_ _ne sample to an exposure at 180°F
for" 24. hours while unde_ a .fou__ (4) ounce tension<
Record the amount of opening of the splice at one (I)
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hour, _o (2) hours and twen_y_four {24) hours° Any
non_ypical results shall be considered as evidence
_hat the splice made in the recorder is not sa_isfacto_
Typical creep Yn 0.002 to 0°004 inches in a 24 hour perlo,]_
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15o4 Tape Reel Asse_,blz. Insl)ection and Test. Check List
Serial N_iber
..... O_era t. i o_
Io Bearing Fit In
Support, Hub
Date •
Done By iI
(Initials_ I
Data and Remarks
2o Shaft Fit In
Bearings
3o Alignmen_ of
Bearin_ Marks
4° [)_,_aet:'_l !i_m _,_ut inches
5, Wobble (axial.
rurJ- out. ) inches
Record Data on a
Vellum Copy of
page]5 and include
with these Data
6_ Test Bearlngs
per' Sec. O
7o Loqulc & Loctite 7:
(a)!nner Bearing
l_etainer
(b)Sup_,, hub:hub_
Tape Reei
(c)Shaft Screws(2)
(d)Plate_ Tape Reel
Hub, Tape Reel
(e)Outer Bearing
Hera iher
(f)}{ing, Plate_ }{eel
(g)Set Screws
8o Screw Torques
9° Plate, Tape
Reel Ru_, out
lo,.Spin RPM and
Coast Time
inches
RPM seCSo
REL Test Plan i738A
!3.4 (Continued)
Serlal Number: Date:
Operation
ii, Tape Length
!2fAttachment
of Foil
13. Tape Prc,-run
14_Splice Tape
Pre-curing
15.Weight to Nearest
Gram With Tape
Installed
£6.Visual Check
Data & Remarks
Done By
(Initials & Date)
feet
passes
Baked at °F
for hours
grams
Reviewed by_
Assembly Foreman
Reviewed by.
Quality Control Department
ii_
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14.O CASE AI_D COVER EVALUATION
14.1 General. The transport is shock mounted within a frame
called the case. The case is open on top and bottom. Covers
fit over these openings to make a sealed housing for the
transport to protect it from the hard vacuum of outer space.
The case and its covers are made of magnesium. To make
magnesium leakproof, the metal has to be chemically treated
after the final machining operation. Once treated, these
parts must be protected to prevent accidental scratches or
abrasions.
14.2 Test Description. The prime test on the case and
covers is the leak test; however, during fabrication there
are 3 in-process tests. The following type of tests will
be performed on each piece:
i. Raw stock is to be X-Rayed.
_4achined piece is to be dye-penetrant tested.
Piece is to be visually and dimensionally in-
o
3.
spected.
_. Piece is to be leak tested.
Source inspection of all tests is required. The
source inspector must witness all data and verify that all
handling procedures are adequate to prevent scratches,
nicks and burrs during all processes, tests, shipment, etc.
14.2.1 Test Sequence. The following defines the order of
testing on the case, I/N 1738-167.
Page riO.
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A. _lanerial X-Ray. The magnesium will be X-Rayed by
Parker X-Ray, East Hartford, Connecticut before
machining. After the material has been X-Rayed, it
is machined to dimensions at the Dean Machine Products
Company, Xanchester, Connecticut.
B. Dye.-Penetrant Inspection. After the material is
machined, the _lagnaflux Corporation of East Hartford,
Connecticut will perform a flourescent dye-penetration
inspection.
C. Visual and Dimensional Inspection. REL will visually
and dimensionally inspect after the dye-penetrant
inspection. Once visually and dimensionally inspected,
the pieces will be grit blasted. Within 2 hours after
the grit blast, the pieces will be ultrasonically cleaned
and Dow 7 finished. Then the pieces will be vacuum
impregnated at American Metaseal of Hamden, Connecticut
(REL source inspection is required).
After the vacuum impregnation, Raymond Engineering
Laboratory, Inco, Middletown, Connecticut (REL) will
purge threads, flush all debris and chips from holes,
install threaded inserts, and refinish the seal
surfaces. Holes receiving inserts will again be purged
after the installation.
U_on completicn of case, REL will rubber stamp the
_iece with part number and serial number.
D. Visual Inspection on Completed Case. The REL
inspection group will visually inspect the completed
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case f_' fin:sh end u<irkmanship. :,,_nenthe visual
insFect:or, has 0een certified_ the case will be turned
over to ,_ne Arde _I Laboratory of olen_:_le, California
to be leai< tested in the housing assembly.
1%.2.2 The following will define the order of tesr.ing on
the top and bottom cover P/N 17138-.1%2, and P/N 1738-1%1.
Ao Katerial X,_.kay. The magnesium will be Xo.kayed by
Parker X }{ay _, _' eiore machining. After materiai has
been X-,Rayed, it is machined to dimensions at kEL_
B. ___:e-Pene_rant inspection. After the material is
machined_ the Kagnaflux Corporation, East Hartford,
Connect, icut will perform a f].ourescent dye-penetrant
inspect ion o
C. Visual and Dimensional Inspec_iono The kEL
inspection group will visually and dimensionally
inspect after the dye-penetrant inspection.
When visual inspection has been certified_ the
covers will be turned over to Ardei Laboratory who
will direct the Parker Seal Company- of Los Angeles,
California to machine and finish gasket grooves.
All further steps _n the processing and testing must be
witnessed by an Ardel source inspector. Ardel is also
required to seek JPL source inspection for each of the
steps o
D. Gasket Groove Ins_ection. In-process inspection is
required during machJ_ning of the gasket grooves° After
the gasket groove has been inspected_ the parts will be
grit bla_ted_, DOW 7 finished and vacuum impregnated.
o.
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Parker wl,o_, tsen mold and bond Gask-.O-Seals to
the covers° Arde _ will insure the continuity of all
test and inspection records by identifying each piece
by rubber stamp__ng or silk screening part number and
serial number on each cover.
Eo Verification of DOW 7 Flnisho Ardel and the JPL
source inspector will witness the opera,ion and verify
the DOW 7 certification°
F. Verification of' Vacuum Im_nation _. Ardel and the
' JPL source inspector will witness the operation and
verify the imrregnation certification.
G. Inspection of rlolding and Bonding of Gask-O-Sealo
Ardel and the JPL source inspector will inspect the
molding and bonding of the Gask-O-Sealo
Ho Leak Tes*_ on Covers. Parker Seal or Ardel will
leak test the covers at room temperature and at 176 ° F.
14.2o3 The following will define the order of testing on
the housing assembly:
A. Leak Test at Ardel Laboratory. Top and bottom
covers w!ll be fastened to case, making the housing
assembly, and be leak tested at Ardel at room tempera-
ture and 176 ° F_
Bo Leak Test at I{EL_ Housing assembly leak tested
at ilEL (see sect ion i6)o
14.3 Defin__tiOro The followimg will define evaluation
technique and limits of acceptance for the case° P/N 1738-167.
A o X-Ray_so Each X-Ray shall be accompanied by a
short, concise report describing the result:so A
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certification of bhe X-_iay process is required.
B. Dye-Penetrant Inspection. Each piece shall be
accompanied by a short, concise report. The process
shall be source inspected and a certification that the
process complied with _IL-I-6866 is required.
C. Visual and Dimensional Inspection at Dean. Inspect
case per I{EL Inspection Instruction Sheet #1738-167.
Record actual readings on an REL Inspection Record.
Source inspection is required.
Word of Caution: Surfaces, top, bottom, and pro-
truding tabs are critical surfaces and should be
protected a_ all times to prevent scratching,
damage to tabs, etc. During inspection and all
subsequent handling, parts should not rest on
top or bottom surfaces Qr tabs without first
providing adequate protection sufficient to pre-
vent any damage to surfaces.
D. Visual Inspection at REL. The REL inspection group
shall inspect the completed case for finish and workman-
ship. They shall note that:
1. The raw material has a certification.
2. X-Ray tests are negative and accompanied by
certification.
3. Dye-penetrant inspection is negative and has
certification that process complied with
XIL-I-6860.
4. Visual and dimensional inspection at Dean
denoted that parts meet the requirement.
Pa_e 5A.
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= "--'faces noted 16 finish or be_*=r • did not
receive gri% blast°
6. DOW 7 finish is complete and certified to comply
with I<IL-M-]ITIA, Type III o
7o Impregnation process is certified to comply
with rlIL-STD-272, 2 dip process.
8o All holes are free from debris and chips_ and
that threaded inserts were installed per
drawing°
9o Zach piece is rubber stamped with part number
and serial number per JPL Specification 20002
in location described by drawing.
1%.3.1 The following will define evaluation technique and
limits of acceptance for the top and bottom cover P/N 1738-1%2
and 1718-1%1.
A. X-kay_{. Each X-Ray shall be accompanied by a short,
concise report. A certification of the X-.iiay procedure
is required°
B. D_]'e-Penetranb Inspection. Each piece shall be
accompanied by a short_ concise report. The process
shall be source inspected and a certification that the
process compled with MIL-I-6866 is required.
C, Visual and Dimensional Inspection. Inspect at, REL,
top and bottom cover per Inspection Instruction Sheet
#1738.,142 and 1738.141 respectively.
readings on an 1{EL Inspection Record°
that •
Record actual
REL will verify
?,EL Tes_ Plan _ )SA
ix [taw mater:al has a certification°
2o X Ray tests are negative and are accompanied
by certification°
3o Dye-penetrant inspection is negative and has
certification that process compl/ed with
_17L-i-6866.
Word of Caution: Finished parts should be carefully
handled and kept in plastic bags to protect ail
finisheso
D. Gasket Groove Inspection at Parker Sealo Inspect
machlne gasket groove according to Inspection Instruction
Sheet #i738-142 for top cover and #1738-141 for bottom
cover° Ardel and JPL source inspection is required.
E. Verification of DOW _ Finish and Grit Blast. The
Ardel and JPL source inspector wiil witness, verify,
and record on the Inspection Record that the DOW ?
finish is certified to comply with _IIL-=M,-]IIISA, Type
iII and grit blast to B/P Note 8o
Fo Verification of Vacuum Im rp_re__nationo The Ardel and
JPL source inspector will witness_ verify and record on
the Inspection Record that the vacuum impregnation is
certified to comply with i4IL-STD,-276_ two d_p treatment.
G. inspection of _.ioldin_ and 3ondin_ of Gask-O-.Seal. The
Ardel and JPL source inspector will witness, verify and
record on the Insnection Rezord that the molding and
bonding of the Gask_O, Sea! is per B/P, and than the
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mating surface of the seal is free f!_cm cr._cks pimples, _
flaws, plts or foreign materialo _iitroscopic examination
with at least IOX magnification is required° They will
also examine the stamped part number and serial number
and verify that they comply with the r'espective drawing.
H o Leak Test on Covers° See section I_o.%o3o
14.3.2 The following will define evaluation techniques and
limits of acceptance for the housing assembly°
A. Leak ,rest at Ardelo See section iSo]o3o
Bo Leak Test at RELo See section 14.3o3o
i_.3.3 Leak Test Procedure° The •leak tests on the top and
bottom cover and the housing assembly_ except for tests
performed at REL_ will be directed by Ardel and witnessed
by the JPL source inspector.
Along with the requirement set down by Ardel_ REL
requires the following procedure on the leak tests"
i. Use a trace gas consisting of iO0.$ Helium°
2. Record the rating of the standard leak sample.
3. Plot the leakage readings as a function of time
durin_ the test. When it has been determined from
the graph that the system has stabilized_ record the
final readlng and compute the actual leak rate.
Normally it takes at least 30 minu'es to reach stability.
So Periodically calibrate instrument by reading a standard
leak sample° A calibration check must be done
immediately before and after' a room temperature test
and immediately before and after a high temperature
•teat o
Page 5'7.
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._4]?,: 5. Immediatel.v _¢efore and immediately after the test
run_ place the standard leak sample under the bell jar
in the same manner as the test specimen. Ardel may
instruct that this step be eliminated if the auxiliary
vacuum pumps are valved off during the actual specimen
measurements°
6. _ecord the diatron pressure several times during the
test. The pressure should remain below 0.! microns.
7. Pressure measured at the specimen should be below
!0 -] microns for a duration of 5 minutes or more to
remove absorbed surface contaminants. This measure-
ment should be made with a hot cathode ion gage. In
the housing leak test, record the minimum pressure and
the duration. This step may be omitted if leakage
measurement stabilizes within 30 minutes.
8. Record the accelerator voltage; be Sure this voltage
is set for maximum leakage reading°
9. Record the serial number and date of the last cali-
bration of each piece of equipment where applicable.
10. All readings that are recorded shall be actual
readings computations shall be done on a work sheet
and submitted with the data.
!l. Record specimen temperature with a thermocouple and
potentiometer during the test. The thermocouple
must be attached to the test piece in such a way as
to assure actual specimen temperature.
che total length of time the specimen was in
Page 58.
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Leak tests on ....ne covers anJ housing assembly will
be performed at room <emperatur'e and at 176 ° F_*5 ° .
During the tempera'<ur<. =ransition _le soecimen should
no_ see a temperature chan_ie greater than 5° F per
minute.
All runs will be performed with a clean; dry seal;
no grease will be used on the mating surf Ices of the
Gask-O_Seal. Grease is permitted to seal the bell jar.
When testin Z the covers, record the finish of the mating
surface on the fixture. All surfaces of the fixture
and the test piece should be clean and be free from
grease_ rubber, or other maLerials prone to contamination.
Specify the leak rate in standard cc's of helium/inch
of seal x years. The leakage rate on the covers should
not exceed 7 cc's/inch x yea< at room temperature and
60 cc's/inch x year at 176 ° F.
The housing assembly leakage rate should not exceed
_50 cc/year at room temperature and 3700 cc/year at
+176 ° F.
Figures 14.i, i_.2, 14.3 and l&.a describe suggested
set,ups for the covers and the housing.
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14.4 SuzKested Leak Test Data Sheet.
Part Number S/N
[;ate Operator
l) Temperature
2) Trace Gas
]) Leak rate with auxiliary pump (meter)
at stabilization.
Leak rate without auxiliary pump (meter"
at stabilization
Leak
Rate
(meter
reading)
Time
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llto4 (Con't.)
Part, Number S/N
Da%e Operator
4) Standard leak with auxiliary r_ump.
at stabilization
Standard leak wi.thout auxiliary pump.
at.stabilization
Standard
Leak
Reading
Time
5) Standard leak sample rate tinder bell jar.
?,efor e test
after test
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14.J+ (Con't.)
Part Number
Date
s/N
Operator
6) Pressure at Diatron
Diatron
Pressure
Time
'7) Vacuum at Sample
Vacuum
at
Sample
Time
_age (.]L_.
i.n_ Test i:lan Z7_8A
!4.4 (Con't.)
Part Number S/N
Date Operator
8) Acceleration voltage
9} Leak tester type
Date of last calibration
Hot cathode ion gage S/N
Date of _as_ calibration
Standard leak rate
Date of last calibration
iO) Finish on seal mating surface
l!) Calculated leak rate of sample at
stabilization
s/N
cc/in./year
keviewed by.
Engineer
iteviewed by.
Source Inspection
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15o0 MYLAR BELT INSPECTION
15oi Oeneralo Mylar belts pe_¢f0rm t_o task_ on the ,_,j8
recorder° The first is to transmlt powe_ from the motor_
to pull the magnetic tape and the second is to press the
magnetic tape against the capstans and the heads°
The power belts (clear Mylar) are Ool25" wide by one
rail thick except for the 2 rail capstan coupling belt_. The
pressure belts (red Mylar) are 0o218" wide by 2 mils thick
15o2 Test, Description° The following inspects, on _ill be
performed on all Mylar belts:
A o Visual inspection
Be Physical measurement
Co Tens±on in assembly o
15.3 Test S equenceo The following will define the order
of _esting:
io Visual inspection° The Mylar belt shall be free
from visual flaws o
2o Physical Measuremen__t_ The Mylar belts shall comply
with Inspection Instruction sheet nu_nber 1738'-I75 and
according to the methods called out in this section°
3o Tension in Assemblxo The tension of the bel_s in
the assembled transport shall be measured by the
Magnetic Recorder _ssembly Group according to the
method called ou[. in SecL__on i6,_
[5o4 Def].nltiOno The following will def._ne eval.uatlon
techDique and limits ef ,.._.::cepta_,:c,
O RE L "r_ _ t .c;,1an _ 7 3.4,
Ao Visual Inspection, The Myi_:,r _:_elt <)[,,seL_L:d _m,Jer
a 5 power (or greater) eye loop shall be free Fl_om
creases, pimples_ pin holes: tears or' neck!ng.
B. P_'sical Measurement;. A sample belt or" pieces of
identical Nylar cut from the same sheet, shall
accompany the lot and be measured for thickness. The
actual belts under examination should not be measured
For _hickness to prevent, damage _o their surfaces- The. _
thickness of the sample shall be per- print,,
Heasure each belt for w!dth at 6 different places,
Width shall be per print°
Using the test fixture number T1738-_175, measure
the length of each belt while ¢he belt is supporting the
following weights. See figure 15_k.
I 3elt Number Weight].738--!, 2, 3_ & 4 300 grams
1738-5 12OO grams
i !738-6 700 grams
I .... J
Ror,a%e belt one half revofutlon before maklng
_ne_-.,_-, -._. _ ,t_ }_easure 3 times a:nd zake t, he average
The length of the clear belts should b_ p_:r
lI[,,p _". . +
'" TonsJon in AssenP,].v: {!3ee o . -, .)e,tion I.e.)
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16.O TRANSPORT EVALUATION.
16.1 General. The transport consists of the entire
mechanical recorder system plus a pressure sensor, a
temperature sensor, playback preamplifiers, and power
decoupling modules. The completed transport is sealed in
1.5 atmospheres of dry nitrogen.
When a transport has been completely assembled and is
ready for functional te_t, it is delivered to the Test
Engineer. It must be accompanied by its Log Book, which
at this point must be checked for completeness by the
Test Engineer. The Log Book must contain completed daba
sheets and all othel" reco_'ds pel'tinent to Section i th_'ough
15 of this plan. The Test Engineer is responsib]e for
making all future daily entries into the Log Book after' the
unit has been released from assembly for evaluation. This
Log shall include cumulative operating time in the record
mode, cumulative operating time in the playback mode,
descriptions and results of all tests, and details of any
modifications.
All data should be recorded on vellum sheets for
reproduction. Each sheet must have the unit se_'ial numbe_',
date, and opefat6r's signature.
10.2 Test Sequence. Tests and inspections should be
peI'f_Jmned in app_'oximately the following sequence as much
as p_ssib]e. Where tests o_" inspections reveal the need
for additional work or adjustment, certain stekJ may have
to be repealed. Detailed p_'ocedu_'es are given in section 16.3.
0....._7
_ >> _
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All data should be recorded on vellum sheets for
reproduction. Each data sheet muss have the unit serial
number, date, and operator's signature.
16.2 Test Sequence. Tests and inspections should be
performed in approximately the following sequence as much
as possible. Where tests or inspections reveal the need
for additional work or adjusnment, certain step_ may have
to be repeated. Detailed procedures are given in section
]6.3.
16.2.1 Screw Luctite Checklist. Maintain a checklist
showing that each _crew is loctJted as the subassemb]ies
are secured to the chassis plate. If any screws are
loosened later, show this on the checklist; show _hen they
ale suLs_quently x_luc0ited.
16.2.2 Belt Tension Measurement. Set all belts to p1'op_i
tension (according to past expei'ience). Check the settings
according to the pz'ocedure of paragraph 16,5.1 and i'eadjust
if necessary.
16.2.3 Belt Wobble leasurement. Measure according to
_:aragl'aph i0.3.2.
16.2./+ }{_ad/Caustah ];alallelism _,leasul'_ment. li_asure
according to paraglaph 16.3.3.
16.2.5 T___Je Tt.q!ujc:[liv_cat]ulemullC. ;qeasui'e accoi'dirlg Lo
tt,o iiocedul'e of Qa_ag;a}Jh 16.3.4,
]6 2,{J l_css,ile Fad Foi'ce _leasulement. _,leasui'e according
to paragraph ]()._j.5.
16o2.7 [_ulili,i,_ 2 I_unttiona] Check. IliOl to the
]n_ta]]atl_l_ <i t}!_ i,i,_.'ul}_]iCitr and t_ow_r' JecOUl/ing
.j"
i
i _ __
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modules, check for excessive flutte!' and motor hunting at
-10 °, +25 ° and +80 ° C in accordance with paragraph ]0 3, • Q
If no rework is indicated, proceed with installing the
electronic modules. Subsequently the tr'ansf)ort mechanism
must not be subjected to temperatures below tJ° or above
55 _ C.
16.2.8 Functional Ch_ck After Wiring. At room temperacur=,
0 °, _na _95" C, chef. i, t.he I._i]owing:
(I) F]ut, ter (See 16.3.6).
(2) Amplitu_e i4odulation {S_e io.3.'/}.
(3) Tape Time (See Io.3.8}.
{4) l'layback Fcrfo:mance (Se_ ic..3 id}.
(5) fhase-locked-lo,,; (See I0._.]i)o
(6) End-of-tape Foil and Sensor (See 10.3.'9).
(7) Sbart,-St, o[, "i'ime (See 16.3o12).
(8) Check be[nperatur'e and _ressure tr'ar:sd<,cei" opt,ration
qualitatively (calib_atioll nc,t required}.
At any t,emper'abure, especially at cold, be _u_e the
ambient relative humility is 1o_, _n{,ugh so that the d_-_w
point is never reach,...d.
Dur'l,hg t, he bem_;eratu.,'e 5r_;nsitlon, bile transport must
not be subjected t<, :._ _:r'adient _f' lt'l[;l'_ bll<tll 5" .[" _t.t' li,ilt',lt<,
me,_suced sat the LFSrlS;O['t main t'/ate. Sefol'e bests Crib [e
made, cl_e trant;lDol't must receive a minimum soak o1 4 hout'd
aL each it;Ill[.i_'tb..l?eo
1o.2.'9 _t,:c'or'{]...........[,.otor Fiys,heel A_iju_tmenc., . Adju:_', in
) , 4., ,
ac,..(J:u,_;_cc _';Iti_l. aragia[.,n._ iO.].iZ a,':d i o.J.lj0
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16.2.1<) Tests and Inspections Before Vibr'ation. Af%er
completing bhe functional tes_s and correcting the r.ecoru
motor flywheel, <erform the following s_eps:
{I} Inspect Tap_ (See 16.3.14}.
{2) Install r_ew Lab)e, ruff-in, a_d best pe_" ]6.3._.
tain the graph.
(3) Install new i'oi], run-in, and test per 16.).9.
(4) Check Kreisler< }ad _:_!3us_m_t (16._.5).
(5} Check bell tensions according to paragraph !().3.1
{test out_r edge only).
(O) keloctite any _crews disturbed by th_ _receding
steps.
(7) Check flutber _ (i6.3.O), A_I (i6.].7), _{_,(itaI,_'
length (i6.3.8 and 16.3.13).
(8) Install in case with plastic c_ver_ for _'"
tests.
Tests a_d !nsge<'l,i.ons Aft_er" V_br'ablon.
I<ai r',-
16.2. ii
16. _o,12
V!b_'atlon Test. Perform besb per par'ag_'i.,u, 1o. ;0]
tiemovc i_.,ni
_l rn the f'ol] ,')w.i,ig steps :the case and per'" "
(i) Check _f'±utu_' (i(:,,3,t)).
{2) Ch(,ck ALl (i6,).7).
(J) Ch,_:_ i<;_i and _e_s_)_' (](,.] 9) and m_ke qu.,iitdt, Jvt:
c_t_.ck oY [:[e, ybat.k _;ezlormance and transducer op_z'ation,
lO 2 i_ F,'.n_l :-_<tcmJn_--_,, !'o f,;e W!tn,_ ',,_)<_cl _!k [_,.s',de_t
(i} Chec_ flu, t,t_J' []t.j.t;}.
Pa_Ae 71
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(2} Check A_,I(iO.3.7).
(3} Check foii and sensor (16.].9} and make qualitative
check of playback performance.
(4) Check tape tension (16.3.4}.
NOTE: The above steps need not be repeated after che
post,-vibr'ation tests if n_ rework was performed
in the interim.
(5) _ievi_w sc_e_ l_;cti_u checklist to make ce_t _L ti_,a_
no screws have been forgotten.
(6) Clean up and mount t_'anspor't in case. Secure mount_,;_
studs with double nuts, loctite, and lockw]re.
(7) Coat seails with Dow Coming //55 vacuum grease am_,
mount covers. Torque screws per specification. II,_
not use loctite on the cover mounting screws and con-
nector moun_,ing nuts.
16.2.1& Leak Check.
(i) After buttoning-up, perf'orm _eak test per iO.).lo.
(2) Expose to one temperature cycle consisting of a
soak at _-55 and U ° C,
(3) ke_orque cover mountlng screws and connector mounting
nut s.
16.2.15 Pr_La[a_ion Eor _stem Test. Instal] the transport
in baslc chassis with the electronic sL_bchassis fo_o system
tests.
16.2.10 After System Test. Eietorque cover mou_ting screws
and connector mounting nuts.
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1.6.3 Test Pr'ocedures,
16.3.1 Belt Tension Measur'ement. Excit, e b_it in a bow-
st,ring type vibration by means of a low velocity jet of
nitrogen. One half pound per square inch re[_ula_or pressur'e
works wel_ in most cases, idea] pressure will[ va_'y with
choice of nozzle and the be]or _eomet:r'y. Adjust a tone
generator to the natural fr'equency of the belt by hulling
out the beab f:'equency develoIed by the inte1'acbicr_ <,f blh
tWO sound waves• The nozzle should be he]_d an inch or
less from the belt and aimed aL the _:dge f_'om a 2(;_ at1,ack
angle. (]as ,ressure should be apl,lied miaspan as indicated
in Figure I0._. _te(:o1'dthe maximum and minimum l_abur'a].
frequency of the bell when excited fr'om the direction
looking ab the transport main plate. }{epeat from the
direction looking away from the main plate. Befo_'e
making any measur'emenbs, rotate %he bell twice a]'ound the
pulleys to relieve any local stresses. Hecord the tension
corresponding %o t,he natural frequency f_'om Figure 16.5
through 16.I0 on %he dat,a sheet. The average tension
should be ],5OO !_l_(IOO psi.
16.3.2 Belt Wobble° Estimate b_].b wob!:]._ by _<:_le n:¢_su_"e-
meat on machine mm by hand. Drive belts should not wobble
moi'e Lhan ._o.010" and t,he pressure belt should not, wobk±e
muI'e thall _().t)I)_,.
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16.3.3 _ead/Capstan Parallelism. With an indicator,
measure the position of the head with respect to the two
/t
capstans as shown in Figure 16.}I. Adjust the head tuning
for a tape wrap angle of approximately 5° on each section
of the head.
16.3.4 Tape Tension. With the machine in the position
shown in Figure 16,12, measure the distance "d" that is
produced by the 50 gL'am weight while the machine is run.
With the proper tape tension, "d" will be 2--1/4 Lo J-i/2
inches.
Tape tension must be measured periodically as the
machine is run. Plot a curve of "d" versus running time.
Measurements should be made every few minutes during the
first hour of running time with new tape, then approximately
every hour after that. An actual graph of these data must
be maintained on the final tape to be used in the machine.
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16.3.5 Pressure Pad Force. With a force indicator,
measure the pressure pad force at the base of the pad as
shown in Figure 16.12. Force should be 50 _5 grams.
i
With gram scale at heal of pressure pad,
measure the force needed to Just lift
the pad off _he sense head.
F_GU_E 16.12
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16.3.6 Flutter Check. Record 5 minutes of "ones" on
track i. Open circuit the record head leads and observe
playback signal a% record speed with a Tektronix type 531
differential scope and a 53/54 D plug-in or equivalent.
kecord flutter with Visicorder. F_ake a calibration run
on the Visico_-der before the test. Flutter should be no
more than l_ peak-to-peak, except for electromechanical
resonance of the reco_d motor which may increase the Lo%al
to 2_. See Figures 16.14 and 16.17 for the flutter" measure-
ment set-up. Note the dominant flutter frequency and
compare with the following table.
]
• uJ
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TROUBLE
Playback
Hub bearing outer race defect
Hub bearing inner race defect
Pressure belt speed
Hub Speed
FLUTTER FREQUENCY (cps) ,
.O0087& '
(1380 sec.} _
.}
.00120
(8_& sec
i
Pressure belt pulley speed I,.OO318
i I (314 sec.
Capstan to capstan belt speed I .00666
I (150 sec•
Record
1.22
1.5_
_.09
8.56
Pressure belt pulley outer
race defect
Pressure belt pulley inner
race defect
Secend idler to capstan speed
i fl ,,
Upstream capstan speed
Downstream capstan speed
Upstream capstan bearing
outer race defect
Downstream capstan bearing
outer race defect
Upstream capstan bearing
inner race defect
Downstream capstan bearing
inner race defect
First idler to second idler
belt speed
.O101
(99 sac.)
.oi%
(65sec.)
.0170
(58.8 sec
•0200
(50 sac•}
•0205
. (48.8 sec
•0632
(15.8 see
•O6&9
(15._ sec
•0970
.(I0.3 sac
•0995
(iO.I sec
m
•172
(5.81 sec
12.9
19.8
25.7
26.&
• 81.2
• 83.3
• 125.0
• 128.0
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TROUBLE
Second idler speed
Second idler outer race
defect
FLUTTER FREQUENCY (cps)
Playback Record
.189 ....
(5.29 see.)
, , ,, ,,
.598
(1.67 sec.) ....
ISecohd idler inner race
defect
IPlayback motor to first
idler belt speed
,,, .
_'i_St idler speed
First idler outer race
defect
First idler inner race
defect
Playback motor speed
Playback motor bearing
outer race defect
...... I
Playback motor bearing
inner race defect
Record _notor to capstan
belt speed
---- ;. ! , ,
Record motor speed
Record motor bearing
outer race defect
,, . , , _
_ecord motor bearing
inner race defect
, , .
,,.
i
, , _
.918
(1..09 sec.)
1.14
1.51
7.35
/+9.8
J, ,,
m_m_
16.7
133.33
,, ,,,, , ,
/+21.0
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@DIFFEIIENTIAL
SCOPE
_i _ _ _
GALV_OF, KTER
AMPLIFIER
, ¢"
VARIABLE
cou_rsR OSCILLATOR
(CAL. ONLY) (CAL. ONLY)
SUB CARRIER
DISCRIMINATOR
330 CPS FILTER
10.5 IRIG
VISICORDER
Figure 16.13
FLUTTER MEASUREMENT SETUP
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Ai,i }4easurement. }[ecord 5 minutes of "ones" on
Open circuit the record head leads and observe
she playback signal at 12.84 IPS with a Tektronix type
531 differential scope and a 53/54 D plug-in or' equivalent.
Feed the vertical output signal of the scope to the i738
A]_Idetector, i_ecord the output of the A_< detector on a
Visicorder chart after making a calibration run with the
Visicorder. See Figure 16.15 for _est setup.
Typical A]; should be less than iO_ peak-to-peak. The
number of dropouts, defined as a reduction of signal
level by more than 5(%_, and the dc shift in the dc level
of the peak-to-peak _d< signal, should be recorded with
the A[,;daba. Check the entire _ape length.
Repeat entire test on track #2.
ili)
P_ _ Q]
OSCILLATOR
FOR
CALIBRATION
DIFFERENTIAL
SCOPE
V
GALVANOMETER
£MPLIFIER
w
VISICORDER
Figure 16.14
A.M. MEASUREMENT SETUP
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16.3.8 T__afe Time. While in record, clock the time wzth a
stopwatch for the splice to make one complete revolution.
Tape time should be 306_+3 seconds.
Tape Length -Time [_ec.) x 12.8,_
12
It is not necessary to correct the cape length until prior
to final system check.
16.3.9 Channel Change Sensor Check. Verify that contact
is made when the conductive foil passes over the sense
head. Make a record of the contact voltage at the sense
head by obtaining a Visicorder' chart with the machine
operating at playback speed.
16.3.I0 _P!a_back Performance. Record 2-1/2 minu_es of
"zeros" and 2-1/2 minutes of "ones" on each track. Play
back asynchronously by clamping the VCO control voltage
at i0 V do. Obtain Visicorder charts of different areas
on each track, in each case recording the main playback
amplifier uutput signal. Make an amplitude calibration
run directly on the chart. Measure the playback pre-
amplifier output signal amplitudes with a calibra¢ed
oscilloscope while the Visicorder charts are being obtained.
With an all "zero" code observe the reconstructed tape bit
sync signal with the scope. Measure jitter as shown in
Figure 16.16.
t-a ge ,;__,
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16.3.11 Phase-Locked-Loop. Playback portions of the codes
recorded per paragraph 16.3.10 synchronously )phased-locked-
loop operating normally). Make Visicorder records of the
Integrator _onitor signal for both codes and both tracks.
+6V
OV
SYNC. t.IERE
i , ,,
--' IZ,O I_15 ,
JITTER
Figure 16.15 - JITTER
@
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16.3.12 kecord _Code Start-Stop Time. Acceleration and
deceleration of the t_'ansport in record mode is determined
by observing the record motor voltage monitor signal.
]<easure the start and stop periods with a sto_;_watch. [_e-
peat each measurement at least four times and take an
average for the two _,eriods. The t_'ansport must come up
to record s_eed in 3.6 seconds or less. Its deceleration
should requl_'e less than 6.0 seconds.
16.3.13 Flywheel Adjustment. Based on data from 16.3.12
reduce the diameter of the record motor flywheel so that
at any tempe_'ature within the operating range, the tape
used up in _he first 3.6 seconds after %he record-star_
com_mnd plus the tape used up in coastling after a record-
stop com_nand is more than 33 but less _han 66 inches.
(For the purpose of roughly computing tape used in
acceleration and deceleration, add the times measured by
stopwatch and assume an average velocity of 6.5 inches
per second. Acid the tape length used up after _'ecord
speed has been reached until a time of ).t,, seconds has
elapsed after the recor'<i-.s_art corl_nand.) To measure the
tape lengt, h, _'ecord one complete track ]e:_gth. Stof_ the
machine. Clamp the recoi'd amplifier so that it wii]
cause dc e_'asut'e. Start t,he machine. After 3.o seconds
unclamp %he recor'd amplifier. Simultan,<:_ously clar.,_pthe
record am[:]ifie_" and issue a reco_'d-.stot ccmm_and. The
sections of LaDe, erased can be deter,,ni:_,._,by p]ayin!!_ back
the entire length at record speed and t;,,:l_ingthem, The
®
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:_'ased len_<_h_{ should total 33 - 6o inches. _epeat 4 times
and average.
16.3.14 _ction. Check for signs of excessive
tape wear'. Check the splice for creep and adhesive flow.
Check the conductive foil for flaking, peeling, and ad'
hesive flow. Examine %ape guiding surfaces and the EOT
sensor with a iO power' lens for accumulation of oxide,
wear, sharp edges, nicks, and burrs.
16.3.15 Vibration. Place the transport in case and expose
the mechanical unit to a vibration consisting of 5 to 22
cps at a 0.2 inch peak-to-peak displacement, 22 to 2,000
cps at a 5 g I<_'_ acceleration. Make three iO minute
sweeps (5 minutes up and 5 minutes down), one for each
axis. Operate the transport a_-record speed (launch
mode) during the vibration sweeps.
16.3.16 Leak Test Procedure.
(i} Evacuate and back fill with a trace gas consisting
of iO>'_helium, 90)$ nitrogen by volume at a pressure
of one atmosphere.
(2) Record the rating of the standard leak sample.
Multiply the stated rating by iO in subsequent compu-
tations to compensate for the 90/]0 mixture.
(3) Plot the leakage readings as a function of time
durin__i the test. When it has been determined from
the graph that the system has stabilized, record
the final I'eading and compute Lhe actual leak rate.
Show all computations. Normally it takes at least
Pa_e 90
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30 minutes to reach stability.
(_,) Periodically calibrate the instrument by reading
the standard leak sample. A calibration check
should immediately follow the final leak reading
on the test assembly.
(5) hecord the diatron pressure several times during
the test, The pressure should remain below 0.i
microns.
(6) kecord the accelerator voltage; be sure this voltage
is set for maximum leakage reading.
(_/) i(ecord the serial number and date of the last
calibration of each piece of equipment.
(8) All readings ,hat are recorded shall be actual
readings; computations shall be done on a work
sheet and submitted with the data.
(9) i{ecord specimen temperature during test. Test will
be performed at room temperature only.
(i0) [(ecord the total length of time the specimen was
in vacuum.
(ll) The housing assembly leakage rate should not
exceed 450 co/year at room temperature.
(i2) After completion of test, evacuate assembly and
back fill with d_'y nitrogen at 21 psia.
lo.j.1'7 Use Of The; Chart i_eco]'der, r<ake permanent
recorqs of voltage waveforms with the I'4inneapolis Honey-
well Visicoi'der or equivalent st:'ip recorder. Cut off a
typical ii" strip and mark with the chart I.b. stamp
lage _7
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including:
(i) The project number, i.e. 1738.
(2) The unit's serial number.
(9) The test description, such as playback amplitude,
flutter test, AE measurement or integrator monitor.
(4) The particu!az_ configuration, such as attitude.
(5) The scale calibration.
(6) The galvonometer used.
(7) The chart speed.
(8) The date of the test.
(9) The Visicorder record number.
Make a number of Xerox copies of each Visicorder strip.
Then have Visicorder strips processed through permanizing
developer/fixer.
Each unit is assigned a series of Visicorder record
numbers. These numbers are:
Unit
s/N i
s/N 2
S/N
s/N 4
S/N 5
S/N
S/N 7
Assigned Numbers
iOo - 199
2oU - 299
3O0 - 399
4O0 - 499
500 - 599
600 - 699
700 - 799
Keep an index of the chart numbers on a copy of page i01.
Page 9g
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_For example"
Unit S/N
Chart Number Date
001 9/2/+/63
002 9/2/+/63
O
Test Description & Results
AM Calibration run
AM Measurement, l_
Average AM No DC shift,
2 dropouts.
Where a calib1"ation run is required, its 1'ecord
number should immediately precede the test record number;
however, when a calibration chart is valid for- more than
one machine, it shuuld receive only one record number
but be referenced in the Chart _ecorder Record Number"
Index for the second machine.
Figure !6.-17 indicates the settings for the individual
tests on the transport.
13iilJ
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Input Signal
Filter
Channel
Galvo. No.
L,,,,
Chart Speed
" Chart Length
Calibration
Tolerance
Playback
Performance
Playback
Signal
any
MlO00 or eq
. . , .
5 IPS
3 - &' ca.
2 volts/in
Flutter
Test
,,, ,,
Scope Vert,
Signal
Output
330 cps L_P
IRIG 10.5
cps
any
,,, , I
MIO00 or eq
Scope Vert.
5 IPS
• l%/inch
Calibrate
with
Oscillator
& Counter
<--1% P-P
due to
motor
component
A. M o Integrator-
Measurement Monitor
. ' i !
Integrator
MonitorSi@nal
Output
1738 A oM.
Detector
any
MIO00 or eq
O. 2 IPS
, ,,. , ,, ,,
5' each
,, , L.
30%/inch
3%/Divis.
10% p.p
DC
Shift
Dropout s
,,, , • • , ,
any
MlO00 or eq
, ,,,,,
0.2 IPS
3 - 4' ca.
4 volts/in.
i0 volts
Center
Figure 16.16
Visicorder Adjustment for the
TransportFunctional Test
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Chart Recorder Record Number Index.
Unit Serial Number
j_
Chart Number ,Date Test Description & Results
,,, ,,,
Pa_e i01
O
RZL W.O. lSO1 (JPL)
TRAN$ PORT EVALUATI ON
LIMITATION OF TApE PASSF_
_revibration
o
Flutter and tape time
m4
Vibration
Rm. Temp. Functional
Flutter and tape time
Z4
Playback performance and phase-
locked loop
Foil and sensor
Start-stop time
Hot Functional
Cold Functional
Rm. Temp. Func._ional
Hot Soak
Cold Soak
Rm. Temo. Functional
Total
_mX. number
,o,/,,,,,passes
6
3
3
2
2
3
13
13
13
i/2
• 112
78
0
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S/N Temperature
MECHANICAL TEST DATA
DATA RECORD
Date Operator
Belt Tensi0n Measurement (3,500 _l,O00. psi)
P/B Motor/Ist Idler
ist Idler/2nd Idler
2nd Idler/Capstan
Rcdo Motor/Capstan
FRONT
fN (cps) Stress
psi
BACK
fN (cps) Stress
psi
J,
Capstan/Capstan
_ J ......
Pressure Belt
Oscillator S/N
Calo Expo Date
Belt Wobble
G
P/B Motor/lst Idler
1st Idler/2nd Idler
2nd Idler/Capstan
Rcdo Motor
Capstan/Capstan Drive
Pressure Belt
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
inches
Head/Capst@n Parallelism
Head // Upstream Capstan
Head // Downstream Capstan
Tape wrap angles and
inches TIR
inches TIR
degrees°
Pa_e i07
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r
®
(Mechanical_ Con't.}
S/N ....Temperature
Pressure Pad Force
Tape Tension
DATA RECORD
Date ........ Operator
grams (50 ZS)
Include data and graph in daily log section.
,Preliminary Functional Check
Flutter
Motor Stability
-I0 = C +25 = C +80 = C
Ready to Wire ........ (yes/no)
Flywheel
Machined, balanced, installed,
loctited by .....
Date
Date
REL Test Plan 1738A
DATA RECORD
S/N Temperature(s) Date(s) Operator
FUNCTIONAL TEST DATA
Flutter Chart Number
Calibration Chart Number
Flutter % peak=to_peak
Dominant Flutter Frequency cps
Probable Source of Flutter
AM Chart Number
Calibration Chart Number
Average AM % peak_to_peak
Worst Dropout % peak
Tape Time at Record Speed
Playback Amplifier Output
Chart Number
Playback Amplifier Output
Amplitude with "O" Code V p=p
Playback Amplifier Output
Amplitude with "l" Code V p-p
Playback Preamplifier Output
With "O" Code V po_p
Playback Preampllfler Output
With "I" Code V p-,_p
Bit Sync Jitter ms p_p
0 ° C
, , ,,,
TR1 TR2
, ,,,N
25 ° C+
TR!
Ii
i i
iJ
ill
Ii
..... •,R,,
55 ° C
TR1 " TRZ
, H
ii
D 'Funct!?m__ _s" D_ra Con t
...........p. ure 3 .................Date!s!
REL Test PLan !71_8A_
Operator ..........................
Phase, locCed,,ioop Yct=grator
Reset Level ,, v dc
Integrator ma_ ....Hold Level
With "0" Code ....v dc
In te gra t or_ml-n _-H_oi'd _e v e 1
With "0" Code V dc
IntegraTor ma:_ Hold Level
With "i" Code V de
Integrator min_. Hold Level
With "l'' Code V dc
Integrator Monitor Test Chart Noo
Foil and Sensor Test Chart No.
Number of Accummulated Tape
Passes On Foli At Time of Test
Record Mode Start Time
(Average of & Readings _
Record Mode Stop Time
(Average of _ Readings
Measured Tape LergTh Used In
3o6 See,: After Start Command
{Average of _ Regd-r_gs}
Measured Tape Ler_.g_h Used
After Stop Command
fAverage of & Readings _
C$ ° c0° C 25° 55
TEl TR2 TRI TR2 TRI TR2
}i_¸)
F:_g_ I05
_uo<, ,o_<91 Te _ 0e"_ C)_ t
S/N .............. Te_perat ure" _' Opera,or ................
i 0 _ C 25°C+ 55 ° C
i{(_[ ......-'"TR:2" ";rR[" TR2 ........ Tiff--" TR2
d
Temperat.ur_ Tr_edu,:er ohms I
'. _!::, _.....
© DATt kECOR[)
S/N ............._emperature .................Date ......................Operator
PREp.VIBRATION TEST DATA
Tape ['spection Result_
New T_9 instaiYed
Number of passes during break zn up to
inst_!latlon of foil
New Fo:l Installed
Number of passes to break-,in fgil
Foll and sensor test chart number
Final tension _djustment inches
P'r_ssure P_d Setting grams
P/B Motor/Ist idler
1st Idler/_nd Idl,er
FN PSI
READJUSTED
Yes/No
2nd Tdler/Capst a_
E_e,_ _ Motor/C-_p3tar_
Capst an/C_pat _r.
Pressure Belt
/
Flutt er
FlutCer Chart No_,
Flut,er _ p p
Domlrant Frequency
TR 1 TR2
© (Pre-Vibration Test Data m Con't. 1
S/N Temperature Date
REL Test Plan 1738A
Operator
AM
AM Chart No.
AM _ p-p
Tape Time
Record Start Time
Record Stop Tim?
TRI TR2
Seconds
i ii
Seconds
Seconds
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S/N Temperature
VIBRATION TEST
DATA RECORD
Date ........ Operator
Vibration Level g rms
Unit passed/failed
Comments:
k
Accummulated Tape Passes After Foil Installation
Page 109
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S/N Temperature
POST VIBRATION TEST DATA
DATA RECORD
Date Operator
7
Flutter
Flutter Chart No.
Flutter % p-p
Dominant Frequency
TRI TR2
AM
m
AM Chart No.
AM % p-p
Foi___!
Foil and sensor test chart No.
Tape Tension
Readjusted
inches
yes/no
Accummulated Tape Passes
After post vibration Tests
'>
)
Pale ii0
Part Number
Date
DAT A RECORD
S/N
..... Operator
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LEAK TEST
_, , , ii
(1) Temperature
(2) Trace Gas
(3) Leak rate with auxiliary pump (meter)
Leak rate without auxiliary pump (meter)
at stabilisation
Leak
Rate
(meter
reading
I
[
Time
P,:<_ ._ ili
REL Test Plan 1738A
(Leak Test, Con't.)
Part Number
Date
s/N
Operator
............... II il I l'i I I
(_) Standard "leak with auxiliary pun* R .,
at stabilization
i il i l|i ili R III
Standard leak without auxiliary pump .
at stabilization
Standard
Leak
Reading
Time
(5) Standard leak sample rate under Bell jar
Before test
After test
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,ILeak Test, Con't.)
Part Number _
Date
S/N
Operator
, ,, ,, ,,,, , ,
(6) Pressure at Diatron
Diatron
Pressure
Time
(7) Acceleration voltage
(8) Leak tester type S/N
Date of last calibration
Standard leak rate
Date of last calibration
(9) Calculated leak rate of sample at
stabilization cc/year.
Reviewed by
Reviewed by
Engineer
Inspector
• j
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O DATA RECORD
S/N Date
PREPARATION FOR SYSTEM TEST
Operator
Backfilled with Dry Nitrogen
Temperature cycled
Cover Screws Retorqued
f
Connector Nuts Retorqued
psia
o C to
inch-pounds
inch-pounds
o C
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17.O SYSTE_ EVALUATION.
17.1 General. The complete tape recorder/reproducer is
comprised of five (5) subassemblies. Four of the five
subassemblies make up the recorder electronics; these are
called subchassis. The fifth subassembly is the mechanical
unit called the transport. These subassemblies go into
the left half of the Spacecraft Assembly V Frame as shown
in Figure 17.1.
After the four electronics subchassis and the trans-
port have passed their individual tests, they are assembled
together and tested as a system.
Supporting equipment to simulate commands and data
signals originating from other parts of the spacecraft
are contained in a rack called the OSE. Figure 17.2 shows
the control panel of the 0SE.
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!/._ Eva!uati_m uesc,'= <_c,_
tests on the system_ in order"
Kake the Following
1. OSE .Preparation°
equipment.
2° Launch Mqde.
circuits°
Preparation o.f the suppor¢
Functional check of launch mode
3. Power" Sup_F!ieso Basic check on supply voltages.
4o Data itec()rd Sequences, Functional check of record
cirruits and insertion of" data sequences for" play-
back checks.
5. Data Playbacko Functional and qualitative checks
_,_ playback clrcuits with varying data sequences.
6, Corranand anti Interface Lines° _uaiitative check of
comLm,,and i'unctions °
7. EOT Check° Verification of the end-.of-tape signal°
8. .i,'n_.,iitude _lodulationo _ualitative check on the tape
and tracking.
9, Flu%t.er, _ualitative check on ,the mechanical unit,.
1<;o Pressure Transducer° Pressure measurement in the
transyort o
11. _remper_ure Transduceto Tem[,,erature measurement
im the ifan[For't,
=he me_n,,d f,_-,:, c_r" ":',(_ . .........
_yl ,_, _..ut t_:ese to,_¢,s is specified in
Lec.ti<,r_ _'z 4,,
lT.J T_e t,,i,_,;o i,e<',r._ an) "est:s can be perf'c:rmed, an
oFe_'ating kno_,_ieage <.f the _;SZ is necessary° The ?rocedure
:for" prog1amming the OSE tc., allow the ta[ -_. "e _ ,'",_._/_'_,_,,.:' _"ouuLer""
kEL Te_____stPlan 17>8A
to function in record, playback, start, stop, etc., is
described below° An understanding of the OSE is assumed
in Section 17.A.
17o3.1 System Power'. The button labeled POWER, turns on
standby power in the OSE; the button labeled 2.4 kc POWER
delivers dc power to the recorder electronics. The _OO
CYCLE POWER button enables the power for the record motor
but does not itself start the motor° The latter two
voltages can be measured with the DVM built into the OSE.
The AUX. _OO CYC. POWER button delivers power to the record
motor and auxiliary launch mode electronics independently
of the 2._ kc POWER and BOO CYCLE POWER.
• j
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17.3.2 Necessary Conditions to Operate in Launch _9de. In
order to operate in launch mode, the commands shown in 17.3
must be given. Issue commands in order, reading from left
to right.
17.3.3 Necessary Conditions to }_ecord. In order to record,
the commands shown in Figure 17.4 must be given. Issue
commands in order, reading from left to right.
17.3.4 Necessary Conditions to Play Back. In order to play
back, the commands shown in Figure 17.5 must be given.
Issue commands in order, reading from left to right.
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There are three sources of information for recording: the
DAS SIMULATOR, DAS SEQUENCE Si_[ULATOR, and the BIT ERROR
F
CHECK.
17.3.5 DAS Simulator. The toggle switches on the control
panel program a seven bit word. This data is fed to the
record head when the DAS START button is momentarily pressed.
17.3.6 DAS Sequence Simulator. When the DAS SEQUENCE
SIMULATOR is programmed, the following events will occur
when the DAS START button is pressed:
I
I
SWAP,T ' I
COMMAND ' I
SYNC
ONLY
DATA
SYWC
STOP
COHHAND
h
24.2 SEC
I
Figure 17.6 PICTURE SEQUENCE
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This cycle represents one TV picture° The times in the
above sketch can be changed by adjusting the controls found
in the OSE junction box.
17o3.7 Bit Error. When the BIT ERROR button is lit in the
record mode, the tape is being recorded with a sequence of
alternate "ones" and "zeros". In the playback mode, the
OSE will automatically register the number of' times that
the tape machine failed to deliver the proper bit of
information.
17.3.8 Manual/Auto. Stop. When the AUTO. STOP button is
lit, the machine, if running, will stop as the conductive
foil passes over the sense head° This allows automatic
indexing of a machine to the end of the tape.
17.3.9 Track Switch° The track may be changed by pressing
the Track i/Track 2 button or if the machine is allowed to
run, it will change tracks automatically when the conductive
foil passes the EOT sensor.
17.3o10 Launch Mode Simulator - Agena Sep. Depressing the
Agena Separation switch enables the EOT stop function of
the launch mode circuit_, and the record motor will stop as
the conductive foil passes over the sense head.
17o3oll Slewo Fast forward during playback can be achieved
by operating the record moto_ " utilizing the launch mode
circuitry. No data is fed to the record heads and the tape
is not erased°
17o3o12 Instrumen<ationo When measuring rise times or other
;fast signals, use the #3AI sensitive plug-in on the scope.
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The Visicorder is internally wired and its inputs are
conveniently brought out to the OSE control panel.
To standardize calibration of this instrument, four
channels have been set aside for the integrator monitor,
playback monitor, data out, and the bit sync, respectively.
With the Visicorder, there are five differential
amplifiers. Heading from left to right on the OSE, their
functions are auxiliary-l, playback amplifier, frequency
doubled, integrator, and auxiliary-2.
Their outputs, and in the case of the auxiliaries,
their inputs, are brought out to the OSE control panel.
By patching the amplifier outputs into the galvonometer
inputs, the signals arrive at the Visicorder by way of the
galvonometer attenuators.
/
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Identify and assign a number to every chart immediately
after it is made.
The controls on the front of the Visicorder should be
set as follows"
Grid on "4"
Galvo. on "4"
Timer on "ext."
Power on "lamp" .
17.3.13 Transients. Line surges tend to interfere with the
operation of the OSE.
17.4 Definition. The following defines the evaluation
technique and limits of acceptance.
Perform these tests at the three ambient temperatures
of 92 ° F, 75 ° F and !30 ° F (_+5° F). During the temperature
transition, the system must not be subjected to a gradient
of more than 5 degrees Farenheit per minute measured at the
transport main plate with the temperature transducer.
Plot the temperature by taking readings every 5 minutes
on the DVM during the transition and every i/2 hour, once
stabilized. Continue the plotting every 5 minutes on
returning back to room temperature.
The system must soak for" a minimum of 4 hours, once
the ambient temperature has been reached, before making any
tests.
17.4.1 OSE Preparation° _efore turninz on any power Place
subassemblies in the left hand side of the Spacecraft
{J_:. _ab_In_ as shown in Figure 17.I.Assembly V Frame and connect _ _ -
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j_]]i
(a) _ecor'a elapse time meter rea,_ing$o
"' ,-9 momentarily <ressing(b) Turn ON oSn main power" _'_
the lO,V_ button. Do not press any other buttons
at this _ime. Allow a minimum of 5 minutes for
warmup.
(c) Keasure the 52 VDC voltage and 52 VDC-I,IA current
with the DVII.
17._.2 Launch Kodeo []efore ap_:lying launch mode power,
check that:
(a) AGENA SEP li6ht is OFF: 24(JO CYC. POWER light is
OFF; 400 CYC POWEL light is OFF,
(b) LAUNCH KODE CONTROLS and indicator lights function
properly by operating ON and OFF controls while
observing indicator lights. Indication should be
positive (OSE may need adjustment if not). Leave
in OFF condition.
Apply launch mode power by momentarily depressing the AUX.
4OO CYC. PO_/£,]Rbutton. The record motor should not start
and monitor signal should not, ag_ear at the kECOIiD KOT. Ohi
test _oints on the OSE panel.
(c) keasure am[:!itude, frequency_ and waveform
characteristics of the AUk° A<:O CYC. signal at
[.ins J30291.i/!3 wi'.h different.iai sco_e.
REL Test Plan 1738A
AMR. ITOD6
_o- 73 vp./,
al
_. - I0 v.YEC
on tim_
;ernatil
I, aS MSEC
ti e
?REOUEIVCY :
400 cPs +_ t%
"SET" ]haunch mode by momentarily depressing the LAUNCH
lv_ODE CONT_tOL-ON button.
(d) LAIL_CH MODE bONTKOL lights should indicate ON.
(e) _ecoi.d motor should start; measure acceleration
time.
(f) Monitor signal should appear at the RECORD _'40T. ON
test points on the OSE panel. Measure the peak-to-
peak voltage.
A
/o zo vp ,p
Pase 13o
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(:7) ,_!,su:'e _._e _-c VJC aux:.:=.ary su:Fly voltage
" _u_,.naoszs ioA5 usin:_ the DVI4; measure
peak-to-Feak _'u__le using scope
(h) keasure nne -6 VDCauxiliary supply voltage at TP-3
on subchassis ioA5 using the DV_<;measure peak-to-
[eak rl[Fle usi.n_ scope°
(i) Measure the 52 VDC vmltase and 52 VDC [.IAcurrent
wi%h DV::o
_:anually insert EOT s:gna!s using SOT TEST switch.
(j) icecord motor should continue r'unnin[[, and monitor
__'].sllal'_' sho u Id _ema in ab t est no int s
Insert A_ena Selar'ation _):gn_] oy momentarily depressing
• _L _ _ _-l_ ..AGENA _::;I button A_:,±_ SEP if should indicate ON.
i<anually inser_ EOT signal°
(k) ite,z'o:'amotor should sto F and monitor signal should
disa[_ear as EOT signal is inserted. LAUNCH ['.lODE
CoNTitOL lights should chan_ze to an OFF indication.
_:emove _gena Se_aration Signal by momentarily depressing
AGENA gel". button; AGEI_A SEP. li<.ht should indicate OFF,
,remove launch mode _ower Oy momentarily depressing AUX. 400
C"V _
__ o POWELt 'out/c;c, no
•_ e-app launch mode power whileo_ la::nch mode and _h=r: r ].y
moni.torin_, :.,.ECOi_D ' '_
... _O_o ON test points with scope°
(1) k<.,r:itc.r signal sh(,uld af,pear momentarily and
LAI:NC:-: _¢":_::" oc._,:cu_, lights sh<>uld switch to an
OFF indicatic, n apFroximate.l.y 20_ milliseconds
after' ;_ower" is a_:_li.edo
[* _, ..... l ) I
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Leave auxiliary power ON and "_tESET" launch mode. insert
Agena Separation Signal and allow record motor to run until
conductive foil _:_asses over the EOT sensor contacts.
(m) _ecord motor' should stop, monitor signal should
disappear', and LAUNCH MODE CONTROL lights should
switch to an OFF indication as the foil passes the
EOT contacts.
kemove launch mode power and Agena Separation Signal.
17.4.3 Power Supplies. Apply 2400 cps power to the recorder
system by momentarily depressing the 2,4 KC POWER button.
(a} Measure amplitude, frequency, and waveform
characteristics of the 24OU cps signal at pins
J]ol-i/3 in the OSE Junction Box. Use a differ-,
ential scope.
FR6_r _'400 CP_S_I ",_
(b) _,_.easure the system supply voltages with the DVM.
(i) +20 VDC ll_}_
(2} -20 VDC !if_
(3) *6 vDC _.-5,,,;
(4) -6 vuc _*5;,_
(5) +lu VDC, 4 to 6 V
Page 132
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The voltage measur'ed at position _-lu V on the DVI,] INPUT
o_L,c,<_<,_t is the o,_t,[)ut, <,_f the _..layback motor" r"egulator.
This vo!_age must t_e set f'of each playback motor, Look
up the required playback motor voltage in the Log Book For
the unit under test and set the regulator output to that
voltage. This adjust:r_ent is made at _t2_ on the 16A4
subchassis. See Fi_u_'e 17.1o
(c} f',easu_'e F,eak ._o-_eak noise at the _,ower supply test
;:c, ints on suechassis .1hA& with scope common at TF5
on subchassis IOASo
(1) ,.;_ VuC, T}.,-1
(,{) -2o VbC, TP-2
(3) v Jc, 'n-3
, (i_.)-0 VDC, '?}-t_
(d) r[easure peak-to-peak noise between T};-5 (common)
on subchassis 1GA_ and spacecraft common on OSE
panel o
Apply _OO cps power to ti_e _'ecor'de_" system by momenta.,'ily
depFessin C the bOO CYC }OWE_ and _.ECOiD buttons°
(e) I:e_sure the am[libude, Frequency, and waveform
chaz'acteris,sics o/" the &uO cps signal at pin
J]o2D-I/] of the OSE Junction Box. Use a
c_ifi"erential sco[ eo
Pa[_e ] 3)
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17.4o_ Data 1_ecord Sequences. _4anually insert three EOT
signals into the system, utilizing the EOT Test Switch.
Track changes should occur at each signal {wait ten seconds
between each EOT insertion).
Program the OSE for AUTO. STOP operation. Enable the
OSE command circuits by momentarily depressing the COI_AND
ENABLE button.
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Set the DAS Simulator to a O001011 code and temporarily
turn OFF the 40u CY_ _uW54. Make these checks after issuing
a DAS CO_C,_AND by momentarily depressinz the DAS START button"
(a) Measure amplitude, width, and rise time of DAS DATA.
(b} Measure amplitude, width, and rise time of DAS BIT
SYNC. Measure frequency with digital counter°
(c) Check the DAS DATA phasing in relation to the BIT
SYNC with dual trace scope.
FREQUENCY': 10.7 KC -I_
, __RLSE TIRE
9o, 
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(d) Check the DIRECT ACCESS FREQUENCY DOUBLED RECORD
MONITOR at pin J 305 C 19 of the OSE Junction Box.
F'REQUEtVCY DOLtGLED RECORD MOAI/TOR
.,_.. / ..._
V
NOTE= PHA_rE__.. .
,.SP/IFTEJD180 °
(e) Check the RZ to Frequency Doubled test point TP-I
on subchassis 16A5. Measure waveform characteristics
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(f) Check TRI record head signal at TP-4 on subchassis
]6A3. _easure !!C level and head current balance as
shown in Figure i?.8o AC couple the scope when
making the measurement described in View A of the
figure.
O
18._-19,£V
sEE VIEW A
FI&URE 17.8
!
I
5",,_V
I
!
VIEW
(g) Check Tk2 record head signal at TP-] on subchassis
16A]. Measure DC level and head current balance as
shown in Figure 17.8o
Issue a DAf] STOP command by momentarily depressing the [}AS
STOP button; re-apply 400 cps power" and program the Sequence
Simulator to 3.6 seconds, 0.008 seconds, and 24.2 seconds.
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Set the OSE for sequence simulation by momentarily depressing
the DAS SEq. SI_.:° button.
(h) Record the following code sequences on TRACK 1 by
issuing a DAS START command for each sequence:
(i) "0000000"
(2) "iiiiiii"
(3) "iii0100"
(4) "O00!Oli"
(5) thru (i0 or Ii)"i0101010" (Depress BIT ERROR
CHECK button for these sequences.)
(i) On the last few sequences before the EOT, monitor
the DiS 9IT SYNC and the RECORD MOT° ON test points.
On the llth or 12th sequence, the record motor
monitor signal will decay before the bit synco
This means that the end-of-tape has been reached.
Approximate the time of the partial sequence. The
system must complete ten full sequences but no more
than eleven full sequences°
(j) Measure the peak-to-peak voltaKe of the RECORD MOT°
ON test points durin_ the recording sequences°
I
/..s"-zovp..e
,,, I
Page ]-38
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(k) _[easuce the accele._'at_<n '--_"_ <_- "
the r-eco_d m_.'c:' .:lu: iny the zec<_'din_7 sequences by
obsez'vin_ the i:[]C(J__["""",._.._,, _; test [-oin: waveform
characteristics.
(i) #hiie the recor'd mobor is running du."ing one el" t,he
O,r r- ,-_
reco=-d sequences, measure the 5_.wJo volta[e and 52VbC
_A current with the ")VI<o
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The track indicator should now indicate TRACK 2. Program
the OSE for MANUAL STOP operation and turn OFF the BIT ERROR
CHECK generator. The automatic stop feature of the recorder
COUNT 2 & STOP circuits should stop the unit at the end of
the tape.
(m) Record the following code sequence on TRACK 2 by
issuing a DAS Start command for each sequence.
(1) "lllllll"
(2) "OOOOOOO"
(3) "OOO1011"
(4) "iiiOiOO"
Turn OFF the DAS SEQUENCE SIMULATOR.
(n) Record a "0OOOO00" code on the remainder of TRACK 2.
When the EOT foil passes the sensor contacts, the unit should
change tracks and stop automatically. At the same time, a
negative pulse should occur on theDAS START/STOP RETURN line
at pin J302A-5.
(o) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and width
of the pulse as it occurs.
@U/ESCEN 1"
LEVEL 3".7-_.3
I __
PULSE LEVEL
0.3" -I, SV
0
I_ PULSE WIDTH
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(p) Verify that the system does not respond to any
further DAS Start commands.
17.4.5 Data Playback. Switch the recorder system into the
playback mode by momentarily depressing the RECORD and PLAY-
BACK buttons. Turn OFF the 400 CYC. POWER.
17.4.5.1 First Sequences. Slew the recorder ahead for lO
seconds, utilizing the launch mode circuitry to override the
playback system°
(a) llecheck the playback motor regulator voltage (DV_I,
+lO V position). At room temperature during
initial system test, A2R24 may be reset if the
value does not agree with the recommended value in
the Log Book.
(i) Check the playback motor phase one drive logic
signal at TP-5 on su_chassis 16A3. Verify and
measure voltage levels as in Figure 17.9.
(2) Check the playback motor phase two drive logic
signal at TP-6 on subchassis 16A3. Verify and
measure voltage levels as in Figure 17.9.
(3) Check the playback motor drive phasing {compare
TP_5/16A3 with TP-6/16A3 using dual beam scope).
Verify as in Figure 17.9.
(4) Check the playback motor supply ripple at pin
J3OSA-5 of the OSE Junction Box.
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O
0
I
4- • I
I
I
< o,_'v -J
I---
4-_.3V
"r P - s/ I_ A.;.x
/
PLAYBACK MOTOR DRIVE PHASING
FIGURE 17. 9
(b) Examine the DATA ENCODER BIT SYNC at pin J3020-17
of the OSE Junction Box. Verify and measure pulse
width, period, and levels as in Figure l?.lO.
?%
i)
13. 3_$-*/_--.
I
4-6.3 V
o,,,I---L
<o, J
= /zo,,_r+.IX J
I
I
DATA ENCODER BIT SY'NO
FIGURE IZlO
Switch the _ecorder system to T_ACK 1,
(c) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-11 of
the OSE Junction Box. Verify the "OOOOO00" code
{see Figure 17.ii ), and measure the peak-to-peak
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signal level andDC level. To obtain the DC level,
turn OFF the playback motor by depressing the
PLAYBACK button.
(d} Examine the integrator signal at pin J304-? in the
OSE Junction Box {see Figure l?.13 } and:
{1} Measure and record the reset level.
(2) Measure and record the reset rise time.
(3) 51easure and record the average rundown level
(during initial systems test adjust the voltage
controlled oscillator (VCO) at AiR4 on subchassis
16A3 so that the average rundown level is +i0 V
when the system is phase locked}.
(4) Measure and record the rundown slope.
(5} Measure and record the droop.
(6} Measure and record the peak-to-peak rundown
level variation.
(e) Make a simultaneous Visicorder chart of the
INTEGRATOR MONITOR, D/A PLAYBACK AMP. MONITOR, D/A
DATA and OSE BIT SYNC. Calibrate the Integrator
Monitor channel for 5 V/inch and the Playback Amp.
Monitor for 4 V/inch. Use a 4 IPS chart speed.
(See Figure 17.12 for a typical simultaneous chart
recording°)
(f} As above, make a simultaneous Visicorder chart but
at O.1 IPS chart speed.
(i} Check that the D/A DATA output remains at a
"zero" logic level throughout the recording.
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(2) Check that the D/E Data output remains at a "one"
logic level throughout the recording (use scope).
RUNDOWN
LEVEL I0± I V'dw¢
DRO0 P
_O, 3"V
RtSE T'_ME< tooo),,s_c
RF-._ET LEVEL
t _ _ O.,.,_V
I NTE_RATC)R PAT'TE P.,N
FIGURE 17. l]
(g) Verify the playback bit sync signal at TP-7 on
subchassis 16A2. Measure the signal levels, pulse
length, and peak-to-peak jitter (see Figure 17.14
(i) Check to see that no "ones gate" pulse is
present at TP-4 on subchassis 16A2.
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_-6.3V
IZO?nSEC
TR/C,w f/e. Scope
/Y_ R E
.J
-1
B/T _; Y/vc JITTER. P/ITTE/eN
FIGURE' 17,14
(h) Verify the differentiator waveform at TP-3 on
subchassis 16A2 (see Figure l?.lS).
(i) Measure the peak-to-peak signal level and DC
level (turn OFF playback motor for DC level}.
:/
.ZV
F(G uR.E 1"7.15
DIFFEI_ENT/ATOR TRACI< _I 0000000 C_D£
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(i) Verify the frequency doubled code waveform at TP-I
on subchassis 16A2 {see Figure 17.16}.
(i) Measure the voltage levels as indicated.
(2) Verify the frequency doubled code waveform at
TP-2 on subchassis 16A2 and measure voltage
levels°
(3) Check phasing with dual beam scope.
i
ii i I
<o.n,J
i
,Tp-a/IgAZ FD CooW
180°Our OF PHA_g WITH TP" /
t
FIG k/_£ 1'7, 16
"/
(j) Check the Node _ - I logic signal at pin J302C-3
of the OSE Junction Box°
(i) Verify that voltage level is 4 to 6.3 V when
playback motor is ON and less than 1/2 V when
playback motor is OFF; record voltages.
(2) Check that same signal exists at TP-5 on sub-
chassis 16A2
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(k) Verify the phase comparator :inputs at TP-6 and TP-8
on subchassis 16A2 {see Figure 17o17)o
(i) Measure voltage levels and pulse timing of the
tape input at TP-6 as indicated°
(2) Measure voltage levels and pulse timing of the
reference input at TP-8 as indicated.
Q
4-_..ZV TP-@/16 A2
O J ""
OV
i
4-6._ V
l_ _0 _ S
T P-8/16A _
_O.._VJ
Figure !7o17
(1) Verify the differentiator and full wave rectifier
at TP-9 on subchassis 16A2 (see Figure 17o18)o
(i) Measure voltage levels and pulse width as
indicated°
J
OV ,
<o vj
DIFFERENTIATOk & FULL WAVE RECTIFIEE
Fizure 17o].8
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OV
T
RUNDOWN £7V---+ 10% AVI_. TP- i/i_A..X
Figure 17.19
(m) Verify the VCO input and output signals at TP-I
and TP-2 on subchassis 16A3.
(i) Measure input reset and average rundown levels
at TP-1 as indicated (see Figure 17.19).
(2) Measure output voltage levels and pulse width
at TP-2 as indicated (see Figure 17.20).
OV
4-_21V
.__k_
<o,sv -][
f
s--/o_s
TP- _///G A3
Figure
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Switch recorder sys5em to TkACK 2.
(n) Examine the playback signal at pin J]05C-II of the
OSE Junction Box. Verify the "lllllll" code {see
Figure l?. ii and measure the peak-to-peak signal
level and DC level.
{o) Examine the integrator signal at pin J]O$A-7 of
the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17.19).
{1) Measure and record the average rundown level.
{2) Measure and record the peak-to-peak rundown
level variation.
{p) As in paragraph 17.4.5.1{e) make a simultaneous
Visicorder chart at _ IPS.
(q) As above, make a simultaneous Visicorder chart
at O.1 IPS.
{1} Check that the D/A DATA output remains at a
"one" logic level throughout the recording.
{2) Check that the D/E DATA output remains at a
"zero" logic level throughout the recording
(use scope).
(r) Measure the playback bit sync jitter at TP-7 on
subchassis 16A2 {see Figure 17o14).
(s} Verify the "ones gate" signal at TP-4 on subchassis
1OA2.
(1) _leasure the signal levels, pulse length, and
peak-to-peak jitter (see Figure 17.14).
(2) Compare phasing of the playback bit sync at
TP-7/16A2 and she "ones gate" at TP-4/i6A2 and
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measure the avera6e _ime delay in milliseconds
and the peak,,to_.peak variation in time delay
(see Figure 17o21)o
SYNC SCOI_ i4EF_E
TP-7/I_A2
..,.,---(.0 +5" _S AVE.,-"
ONE '5 C___TE T P- 4/16A?_-
Figure 17o21
(t) Verify the frequency doubled code at TP-I on sub.-,
chassis 16A2. (see Figure 17o22)o
(1) Verify _ne frequency doubled code at TP-2 on
subchassis 16A2o
(2) Check phasing wlth dual beam scope°
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_O_h$_+ I0_--_
w
4- _o _S± io,%
I
i
I
__3
T P-2/16 A Z
I BO° bUT OF" I_AS_-
WITH TP- |
Figure 17o22
17o4o5o2 Second Sequences° Slew the recorder ahead for 29
seconds, utilizing the launch mode circuitry to override
the playback motor°
Switch the recorder system to TRACK Io
(a) Examine the playback signal at pin J]05C-II of
the OSE Junction Box° Verify the "iiiiiii" code
(see Figure I?oli), and measure the peak-to.opeak
signal level°
(b) Examine the integrator signal at pin J304A-7 of
the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17o13)o
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r_
(i) iieasure and record the average rundown level.
(2) I.leasure and record the peak-to-peak rundown
level variation.
(c) As in paragraph 17.4.5.1 (e) make a simultaneous
Visicorder chart at 4 IPS.
(d) As above, make a simultaneous Visicorder chart,
but at u.! IPS.
(I) Check that the D/A DATA output remains at a
"o1_e" logic level throughout recording.
Switch the reco_'der system to TI_ACK 2.
(e) £xan:inc the _layback signal at pin J305C-ll of
the OSE Junction Box. Verify the "OOOOOOO" code
(see Figure i7.ii) and measure the peak-to-peak
signal level.
(f) Examine the integrator signal at pin J304A-? of
the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17.13).
(i} _ieasure and record the average rundown level.
(2) f_easure and record the peak-to-peak rundown
level variation.
(g} As in paragraph 17.4.5.1 (e) make a simultaneous Visi-
corder chart at 4 IPS.
(h} As above, make a simultaneous Visicorder chart,
but at O.I IPS.
(1} Check that D/A DATA output remains at a "zero"
logic level throughout recording.
17._.5o3 Third Sequences. Slew the recorder ahead for 29
seconds, utilizing the launch mode circuitry to override the
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:,\
playback motor.
Switch the recorder system to TRACK 1.
(a) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-II of the
OSE Junction Box. Verify the "lllOlOO" code (see
Figure 17.Ii).
(b) Verify the D/A DATA signal at pin J305D-1 of the
OSE Junction Box. Measure the signal levels (see
Figure 17.23)°
NOTE: Visicorder galvanometer must be removed
from line for this measurement.
(c) Verify the D/E DATA signal at pin J302C-19 of the
OSE Junction Box. Measure the signal levels (see
Figure ]7.23)°
U
4-6.3V
ov- _L-
<o,sv-J
ii
I I i 0 0 0
D/A DATA
-f-i
OV_
<o, v
_Figure i__
(d) As in paragraph 17ogo5.1(e) make a simultaneous
Visicorder chart at 8 IPS°
(i) Check phasing of signals {see Figure 17.12).
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Switch the recorder system to TRACK 2.
(e) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-II
of the OSE Junction Box. Verify the "OOOlOll"
code (see Figure 17.11).
(f) Verify the D/A DATA Signal at pin J305D-1
of the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17.24).
(g) Verify the D/E DATA Signal at pin J302C-19
of the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17.2&).
| i
0 0 0
D//A DATA
0 !
D_E DATA
D/E DATA
Figure 17.24
(h) As in paragraph 17°4o5.1(e) make a simultaneous
Visicorder chart at 8 IPS.
(i) Check phasing of signals {see Figure 17.12}.
17_4o5o4 Fourth Sequences° Slew the recorder ahead for
29 seconds, utilizing the launch mode circuitry to override
the playback motor.
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Switch the recorder system to TRACK Io
(a) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-II of the
OSE Junction Box. Verify the "OOOIOll" code (see
Figure 17.11)o
Switch the recorder system to TRACK 2o
(b) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-ll of the
OSE Junction Box.
Figure 17.11).
17.&.5.5 Fifth Sequences.
Verify the "iii0100" code (see
Slew the recorder ahead for 29
seconds, utilizing the launch mode circuitry to override the
playback motor.
Switch the recorder system to TRACK 1.
(a) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-II of the
OSE Junction Box. Verify the "i0101010" code (see
Figure 17.11)o
(b) Verify the "lO101OlO" code at the D/E DATA output
on pin J302C-19 of the OSE Junction Box (see Figure
17.25)o
(1) Measure the _verage time delay of the D/E DATA
transition from the leading edge of the D/E
BIT SYNC as indicated.
(2) Measure the peak-to-peak variation in time
delay as indicated.
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j
O
°I
DATA
1"--- o •/oXAv .-H
/
I
I_E D_,T'A
Figure $7-1_
I
I
___j "-1"
EyE BIT SYNO
0 0
_0 _S p_p Nt_X.
(c) Examine the integrator signal at pin J304A-7 of
the OSE Junction Box (see Figure 17.13).
(1) Measure and record the average rundown level.
(2) Measure and record the peak-to-peak rundown
level variation.
(d) As in paragraph 17._.5.1(e), make a simultaneous
Visicorder chart at 4 IPS.
(e) As above, make a simultaneous Visicorder chart,
but at O.1 IPS.
Switch the recorder system to TRACK 2.
(f) Examine the playback signal at pin J305C-11 of
the OSE Junction Box. Verify the "0000000" code
(see Figure 17.11).
(g) With the DVM, measure the system supply voltages
while operating in the PLAYBACK mode.
(I) +20 VDC _]%
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(2) -20 VDC 31_
(3) +6 VDC
(4) -6 VDC __5%
Turn the playback motor OFF, program the OSE for AUTO STOP
and operate in the RECORDmode until the system stops as
the EOT foil passes the sensor contacts° (Record "OO00OOO" code}°
17o4o6 Command and Interface Lines° Operate the recorder
system in the RECORD mode with the 400 CYC POWER OFF and with
AUX. 400 CYCo POWER OFF°
(a) Verify the DAS START command by observing the pulse
at pin J]O2A-1 of the OSE Junction Box as the DAS
START button is depressed (see Figure 17.26)o
4,
OV
OV
4,7V + I0_
t
0,_ -- O,SV _
Figure 17o26
(b) Verify the DAS STOP command by observing the pulse
at pin J302A-,] of the OSE Junction Box as the DAS
STOP button is depressed (see Figure 17.27).
m
0.5-- I.._V
t
Figure 17o27
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(i) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level_ and
pulse width as indicated.
[Z f
#
DAS START/STOP RETURN SIGNALS
f
O.E-I._V
_T'O P S _;HALS
Figure 17.28
(c) Verify the DAS START/STOP RETURN signals by observing
the pulse at pin J302A-5 as the DAS START, DAS STOP,
D/A START, and D/A STOP buttons are depressed (see
Figure 17o28)o
(i) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and
pulse width as the DAS START button is depressed°
(2) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as the
DAS STOP button is depressed.
(3) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as the
D/A START button is depressed.
(4) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as the
D/A STOP button is depressed.
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(d) Verify the D/A START command by observing the pulse
at pin J305C-9 as the D/A START button is depressed
(see Figure 17o29)o
(1) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as
indicated.
(e) Verify the D/A STOP command by observing the pulse
at pin J305C-7 as the D/A STOP button is depressed
(see Figure 17o29)o
(1) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as
indicated°
(f) Verify that the D/A START/STOP commands are operating
the start/stop relay by observing the effect on the
integrator monitor test point at pin J304A-7 of the
OSE Junction Box as the D/A START and STOP buttons
are depressed°
(i) Voltage level should be +16 to +18 V after START
command and less than +15 V after STOP command.
OV
D_A START & STOP SIGNAL
Figure 17o2__
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Operate the recorder system in the PLAYBACK mode.
(g) Verify that when the playback motor is switched
from ON to OFF, the PLAYBACK MOTOR ON signal at
pin J305C,-13 of the OSE Junction Box changes levels
as indicated in Figure 17o3Oo
(i) Measure the ON and OFF voltage levels.
-I TO +O.gV
OFF ON
-3 TO-&- V
PLAYBACK MOTOR ON SIGNAL
Figure 17o30
(h) Verify that when a TRACK STEP command is issued,
the TRACK INDICATOR signal at pin J305C-15
changes levels as indicated in Figure 17o31o
(1) Measure the TRACK 1 and TRACK 2 voltage levels.
- ITO +O-ffV
T_CK I TRACK
-_ TO -SV
TRACK INDICATOR SIGNAL
_igure 17o_!
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(i) Verify that when a PLAYBACKcommand is issued, the
D/E PLAYBACKcommand signal at pin J302C-15 changes
level as indicated in Figure 17.)2.
(1) Measure the OFF and PLAYBACKlevels.
OV
OFF I_AYB'_CK
<o,sv ---4
PLAYBACK COF_IAND SIGNAL
Figure 17o_2
.SV
(j) Verify the Umbilical Track Step command by observing
the pulse at pin J30&A-I and A-3 as the Track Step
button is depressed {see Figure 17o33). Allow iO
seconds minimum between pulses° Pulse level and
quiescent level may vary depending on OSE adaptation°
{1) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and
pulse width as indicated° Use differential scope
for this measurement°
OV
I
6v±lo 
<o.sv 
TRACK STEP CO_AND SIGNAL
Figure 17o33 Page 165
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(k) Verify the Flight Track Step Command by
observing the pulse at pin as the Flight
Track Step button is depressed (see Figure 17.34).
Allow !0 seconds minimum between pulses.
(1) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and
pulse width as indicated.
OV
.ET- 6.S" V
FLIGHT TRACK STEP COMMAND
Figure 17.34
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Turn ON the AUX. 400 CYC. POWER and:
(I) Verify the Agena Separate signal by observing the
waveform at pin J)O4A'll as the AGENA SEP button
is depressed (see Figure 17.)5).
(1) Measure the "OFF" and "ON" DO levels as
indicated.
OV
' F
b_J
•r.C. _ IO_sGc
ON
AGENA SEPARATE .SIGNAL
FI6uR_ 17.35
Turn OFF the AUX. 400 CYC. POWER and:
(m) Verify the Launch Mode "Set" signal by observing
the waveform at pin J304A-15 as the LAUNCH MODE
ON button is depressed (see Figure 17.56).
<_._v- t
OV
O_JIESCENT SET
-6"v_ _o_
LAUNCH MODE '_F-T '_ _,I6NAL
_F_C_UR_17L_6
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OV
(n) Verify the Launch Mode "Reset" signal by observing
the pulse at pin J304A-15 as the LAUNCH MODE OFF
button is depressed (see Figure !7.37).
(i) Measure the pulse amplitude and width as
indicated.
F'IGU E 17.37
17.4.7 EOT Check. Operate the recorder system in the RECORD
mode with the 400 CYC POWEk off and with AUX. 400 CYC. POWER
off.
NOTE'Always allow l0 seconds minimum between EOT
insertions°
(a) Verify the DAS EOT signal by observing the pulse at
pin J302A-7 as the EOT TEST switch is depressed
and then released (see Figure 17.38).
(1) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and
pulse width as indicated.
(b) Verify the D/E EOT signal by observing the pulse
at pin J302C-1 as the KOT TEST switch is depressed
and then released (see Figure 17.38}.
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(i) Measure the quiescent level, pulse level, and
pulse width as indicated°
OV
t
DAS. & D/E EOT SIGNALS
Figure 17o)8
(c} Verify the D/A EOT signal by observing the pulse
at pin J305C.-l?as the EOT TEST switch is depressed
and then released (see Figure 17.39).
(i) Measure the pulse level and pulse width as
indicated°
t
7
ZO-40"_ 5
I
4-&3V
I
or. 1 I .
<o.___1
D/A EOT SIGNAL
Figure 17.29
Turn on 400 CYCo POWER and program the OSE for AUTO° STOP
operation° RECORD TRACK i with a "l!lllIl" code.
(d) Measure the time from the issuance of the START
command to the automatic stop (approximately 306
seconds)°
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The recorder system should have switched to ]!RACK 2 as EOT
foil passed the sensor contacts°
a "ii!ii!i" code_
(e} Issue a STOP command
RECORD TIiACK 2 also with
seconds (approximately
3oO) before the automatic stop should occur°
NOTE" To calculate time before auto° stop use the
following formula"
time in seconds = 4,_6 x coas%down time in seconds +O.?
12.9
Switch the recorder system into PLAYBACK mode.
(f) Make a simultaneous Visicorder chart of the
INTEGRATOR MONITOR, D/A PLAYBACK AHP. MONITOR, D/A
DATA and D/E EOT signal° Use a Ool IPS chart
speed°
(i) Continue recording for 2 minutes after EOT
and track change occur°
(2) Verify that one and only one EOT signal has
occurred°
17o5o8 AoHo Heasuremento Remove all power to the system;
then disconnect the record head leads of both tracks at the
transport patch cable Junction Box°
ke_apply power" and operate in the RECORD mode after
inserting three EOT signals with the EOT TEST SWITCH° Use
the D/A START command to start the recorder; be sure the
DAS Simulator is turned OFF° Program the OSE for MANUAL
STOP operation°
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(a) Examine the signal on the Ti<ACK 1 recora head_ leads
using a Tekt, ronix Type 53i Differential Scope with
a 53/54D plug-in or equivalent setup° Apply the
vertical output of the scope to the 1738 A_Ho
detector° Make a Visicorder chart of the AoH,_
detector output at 0°2 IPSo Caiibrate the Vistcorder
so that 4 inches equals 100;;_ amplitude,,
(t) From the chart, record the peak..to, peak Aof.io
(2) From the chart, record %he number of dropouts°
(]1 From the chart_ record the DC shlft_
(%) Preserve a representative l[ inch length of
the AoMo chart.
See Section 16o3,,7 for more details°
(b) As above., examine the signal on the TRACK 2 record
head leads and make a Visicorder chart of the AoHo
detector output at 0°2 IPS.o
(1) From the chart_ record thepeak.-to,_-peak A<_H_
(2} From the chart° record the number of dropouts°
(3) From the chart, record the DoCo shift_,
(4) Preserve a r_epresentative 1.1 inch .length of
the A,_H, chart°
17o$o9 Flutter° Remove the AoM,_ detector and connect the
( "vertical output of the scope to a subcarrier discriminator
with a 10,,5 KC IRIG channel and a 330 cps [Gaussian) filter°
Connect the discriminator to a Visicorder,, Ca!ibrate the
first part, of the Visicorder char't w:ith a 10.7 KC center
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(a) Measure the voltage across the temperature trans-
ducer.
(b) Compute the apparent resistance.
Resistance = VA x lO00
(c) From the temperature transducer data filed in the
Log Book, find the main plate temperature.
A
I ....._I _
MI io I° I
RE' T@RN
Figure 17.41
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and ZI% of i0o7 KC calibration marks. Then make a 5 foot
chart of the actual flutter, running the chart at 5 IPSo
(a) Measure the peak-to-peak flutter and comment on
the cause.
See Section 16o3o7 for more details°
17.&.lO Pressure Transducer° Connect the one ma source to
the pressure transducer as shown below_in Figure 17.40.
coNNON
I
I DVM
!
Figure 17\40
(a) With the DVM, measure the voltage between EXC and
Co_on_
(b) With the DVM, measure the voltage between A and
Co_ono
(c) Compute the pressure in transport.
/
V
Pressure = A x 40
(PSIA) VEXC
17.4oll Temperature Transducer. Connect the one ma source
to the temperature transducer as shown in Figure !7o41,
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17.5 System Evaluation Data°
System S/N Subchassis S/N
Temperature(s) Date(s)
, .,,, ],,.
16A2
16A3__
16Ai______
16A5___.__
Operator(s)
Sheet 1 of _.
17.5.1 oS E preparationo
TEMPERATURE
a. Elapsed Time Meter Readings
Record Motor-Min.
• P/B Motor-Hrs.
OSE Time-Hrs.
b. Warm-up Time-Minutes
c. 52 VDC-volts
52 VDC-MA-mao
17.5.2 a_pch Mode°
a. Pre-Power Check-OK
b. trols & Indicators-OK
c.Aux. 4OO Cyco Amplitude-Vp-p
de
Frequency-cps .....
Rise Time-usec
Alternation Time-msec
On Time-msec
Launch Mode Control ON-OK
• •
fo
g. TP-2j
h. TP-3_
i @
Acceleration Time-sec
Motor Monitor-Vp-p
6A5 Auxo +6 Vdc-volts
Ripp!e-Vp-p
6A5 Aux. -6 Vdc-volts
Ripple-Vp-p
52 Vdc-volts
52 Vdc-MA-ma
+25 ° C +55" C 0 ° C +25 ° C
i
? /i!9
)
17.5 (Con'to I System Evaluation Data_
RE_LTest_2!an._
Sheet 2 o£ _,>
j o
k.
I.
m.
17.5.3
a.
T_2_II_ERATU}(E
EOT Inhibit ed.,OK
EOT Agena
Launch Mode Auto, Reset-:_OK
Normal EOT,OK _
Power Supp!ies
2bOO Cyco Amplitude_V p-p
Frequency_cps
Rise Time-usec
Alternation Time_.usec
b. (i} +20 VDC_volts
[2) -20 VDC-volts
(3) +6 VDC_volts
(_) _:6 VDC-volts
(5) +I0 VDC-volts
Motor S/N Voltage
A2R24/16A_ Motor Voltage Adj_OK
c. (i) +20 VDC Noise-Vp/p
(2) -20 VDC Noise_Vp_p
(3) +6 VDC Noise-V_Lp._ -
(4) -6 VDC Noise-Vp_p
d. Common-to-Common Noise-Vp,_p
ee
17o5o4
400 Cyco Amplitude_Vp-_p
+25° C [ +55° C +25° C
Z
0 ° C
T
i
L
Rise Tlme_usec ..............................................................
Alternation Time_ msec _" _ii _-i .
Data Record Se uquences [
Three EOT's_OK
a.DAS Data Pulse Amp!itude_volts
DAS Data Pulse Hise Time_usec
DAS Data Pulse Width,usec
DQ DAS Bit Sync Am_._tude_volts
DAS Bit Sync Rise Time_usec
DAS Bit Sync Pulse Width_..usec
DAS Bit_x_-c _
c.DAS Data/Bit Sync Phssing_usec
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17.5 ICon't.}System Evaluation Data Sheet _ of 9.
/
TEMPERATURE
d.Frequency DouboHecord Mono-OK
e.TP-I/16A5 RZ to FD Waveform-OK
_uiescent Level-volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-usec
Fall Time-usec
f.TP-4/16A3 TRiRecord Head-volts
Head Current Balance-mv
g.TP-3/16A3 TR2Record Head-volts
Head Current Balance-mv
h. TRI Sequences-0K
i. Number of Sequences___._
Partial Sequence-sec
j. Record Motor Mono-Vp-p
k. Acceleration Time-sec
Coast Down Time-sec
1. 52 VDC Voltage-volts
52 VDC-MA Current-ma
Track 2 Indication-OK
m. TR2 Sequences-OK
n. TR2 "O000000"-OK
Count 2 & Stop Verification-OK
o. iuiescent Level-volts
" Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
p. DAS Start Inhibited-OK
17.5.5 Data Playback
17.5.5.1 First Se_o-Slew Ahead
Playback Motor Voltage-voltsao
(i)
(2)
TP-5/16A  otorOrive
L_ic "l" Level-volts
Logic "0" Level-volts
TP-6/16A3 Motor Drive _2-OK
L_ic "i" Level-volts
Logic "0" Level-volts
+25 ° C +55 ° C ] O ° C +25 ° C
Pa_e 176
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Sh,eet 4 of, _.
..../'
(3)
(4)
b.
TEMPERATURE
Playback Motor Drive @-OK
Motor Supply Ripple-Vp-p
DE____it S_nc Width-msec
Period-msec
"I" Logic Level-volts
"0" Logic Level-volts
c.TRI Playback Signal O000000-0K
Pl_back Amplitude-Vp-_p
T
Playback Amp. DC Level,-volts |
d. (i) -Inte_grat_ Reset_volts
e •
f.
(2)
(3)
go
(5)
(6)
(i)
(2)
Reset Rise Time-usec I
Rundown Level-Vave
AIR4/16A3 VCO Adjust-OK
Rundown Slope-V/30ms
Droop-Vp-p
Rundown Variation-Vp-p
Visicorder Chart # 41PS
Visicorder Char_try_ OolIPS
D/A Data "O"-OK
D/E Data "I"-OK
TP-7/16A2 "I" Logic Level-V
"0" Logic Level-V
Pulse Length-msec
Jitter-.msec p-p
(i) No "Ones" Gate-OK
h. TP-3/16A2 Diffo Waveform-Vp-p
(i) Diffo DC Level-volts
i.TP-I/16A2 F.D. Code OOOOO00-OK
(i) "i" Logic Level-volts
,,__o,,og_ c ev, -.vol s_
(2)TP-2/16A2 F oD o Code O000000-OK
(3)
"i" Logic Level_volts
"O" Logic Level-volts
+25 ° C +55° C oo c
j_
+25 ° C
i
I
-1 _;,7
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@ 17.5 (Con'to) System Evaluation Data
TEMPERATURE
j.(!)Mode 4-i P/B Motor On-volts
Mode _-i P/B Motor Off-volts
(2)TP-5/16A2 Mode 4-i Logic-0K
k.(1)TP-6/16A2 Tape _ Comp,,Input-OK
o
q.
"I" Logic Timing-mseCav e
"0" Logic Timing_mseCav e
"l" Logic Level-volts
"O" Logic Level-volts
(2)TP-8/16A2 Refo _Com_eI__ik_t,-OK
"i" Logic Timing-msec
"0" Logic Timing-msec
"i" Logic Level-volts
Sheet > of 9o
+25 ° C +55 ° C I 0 ° C +25 ° C
"0" Logic Level-volts
I.(I) TP-9 Diff,,&FoWoReCto-0K I
Pulse level-volts
Quiescent Level-volts
Pulse Width-usec
m. (i) TP-I/16A3 VCO Input Signal-OK _-_"
Reset Level-vo_its_ _"" _ ....<----z_
Rundown Level-Vav e _
(2)TP-2/16A3 vco O---TJ6pu-tS-ign-al--fo-K ..................... __
......................-J
quiescent Level-volts
Pulse Width-usec __.i .
n. TR2 Playback Signal lllllll-OK
P.lay_ba.ck. Amp.!.i_t..ude.=.V.p_.__p.... ..............................
o.(i) Integrator Rundown Level-Vay_e -
(2) Rundown Level Variation-Vp-p
Visicorder Chart # 4 IPS
Visicorder Chart # 0oi IPS
I
(i) D/A Data "I"-OK
(2) D/E Data "O"-OK
r. TP-7/16A2 Bit Sync Jitter-msecpRp __C_/_-_
s.TP-_/16A2 Ones Gate '_i" Level-volts _-- -_ _____
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0
17o5 (Con't.} tion Data
i , _,< •
t
Average Time Delay omsec
Time Delay Variation-msecp p
TP-1/16A2 FoD_ Code l!l!lii OK
(1)TP-2/16A2 FoDo Code lllll[l-0K
(2) TP-I/TP-2/16A2 Phasing-OK
17.5o5o2 Second Sec___Slew Ahead
a.
bo(1)
(2)
fo
go
ho
tion..VD,"
Visicorder Cha.rt #-4 IPS
Vzslcorder Chart # 0oi IPS
+25 °
R_E.L__TestP!an 17_8A
Sheet 6 of _o
+25 ° C
(i) D/A Data_OK r--I %_
f
Playback Amplitude V[_ ..............
Integrator Rundown,Vav e
Rundown Va r ia tion _,,_..,.,_
Visicorder Chert #.0oi IPS
17.5o5o3 Third Seq -Slew Ahead
a. TRI Playb_Aac_k S ign_ !__!1101OO =OK
"i" Logic Lev_l.ovolts
"0" Logic Level..vol5s
"1" Lc_c Lev.,-vokts ......................................................
"0" Loglc Level volts[
St na 1 Phas_ng_OK,
C o
do
e
fo
go
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17.5 ICon'to) SystemEvaluation Data
REL Test .Plan !7_8A
.Sheet 7 of _.
TEMPERATURE
h. Visicorder Chart #__y 8 IPS
(i) Signal Phasing-OK
17.5.5.4 Fourth Sego r lew Ahead .
a. TR1 Playback Signal O001011-OK
b. TR2 Playback Signal lllO100-OK
17.5.5.5 Fifth Seq° - Slew Ahead+
a. TR1 Playback Signal lOlOlO10-OK
b. D/E _ IOIOIOIO-0K
(i) Average Time_Dela_sec
(2} Time Delay Variation-msec_i
c.(1) Integrator undow_n-Vave_
(2) Rundown iation-Vp_np__
d. Visicorder Chart #-4 IPS
e. Visicorder Chart #-Ool IPS
f. TR2 Playback Signal O000000-OK
g.(1) +_0 VDC-volts
(2) - 0 VDC-volts
(3) 6 VDC-volts
(_) -6 VDC-volts
17.5.6 Command & Interface Lines+
a(1)DAS START Quiescent Level-volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
b(1) DAS STOP Quiescent Level-volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec I
c. DAS START/STOP +RETURN [
(1)DAS START Quiescent Level-volts
(2)
(3)"
(#)
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
DAS STOP Pulse Level-volts
_ ........ p,
+ Pulse Width-msec
D/A START Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
D/A STOP Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
+25 ° C
i
' 0 ° C +2,5 ° C
I
t
P
17,5 (ton'to) System Evaluation Data
REL Test Plan 1738A
Sheet 8 of 9.
k
d(1)
TEMPEkATURE
D/A START Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width®msec
e(1) D/A STOP Pulse Level-.volts
Pulse Width-msec
f(1} Start/Stop Relay-0K
After START Level-volts
..... I
g(1) Playback Motor On Level-volts
Off Level-volts
h(llTrack Indicator Level TRl_volts
i(1)
,,TR2-volt_
layback Command Level-volts
Off Level-volts
j(1)Tr.Step Commo Quies. Level-volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
k(1)F1.TroStep CommoQis.Level-volts
Pulse Levei-voits
Pulse Width-msec
i(i) igena Separate Waveform-OK
'Off Level-voits
'-On Level-voits
m(1)Launch Mode"Set"Quiescent-volts
Set Command-volts
n (l) Launch Fode"Reset" Pulse Lv_volt s
Pulse Width-msec
17o5.7 0T Check,
a(1) DAS EOT Quiescent Level-volts
b(1)
c(1)
d_
eo
f(1)
(2)
Pulse Level-volts
'"Pulse Widthimsec
D/E EOT Quiescent Level-,volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width-msec
D/A EOT Quiescent Level-volts
Pulse Level-volts
Pulse Width msec
Tape Time, Start,°to,-Stop.:,sec
Computed Start-to._Stop-sec
Visicorder Chart #-0oi IPS
Number of EOT Signals
+25 ° C
¶
!
+55°C
I
I
I
O ° C
Ll.
+25 ° C
J
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REL Test Plan 17)8A
_O 17.5 (Con't.) System Evaluation Data Sheet 9 of ?.
TEMPEHATUHE
17.5.8 A.M. Measurement.
a.(1)TRI Amplitude Modulation-% p-p _
(2) Number of Dropouts
(3) DC Shift-_p-p
(4) Visicorder Chart # 0.2 IPS
b.(1) TR2 Amplitude Modulation-_pcg__
(2) Number of Dropouts
(3) DC Shift-%p-p
(4) Visicorder Chart _ 0°2 IPS
17.5.9 Flutter.
a. _ Flutter-%p-p_
" Visicorder Chart #__
Comment
17.5.10 Pressure Transducer
a. 2J_Co_-volts ....
A and Common-volts
Transport Pressure-PSIA
17.5.11 Temperature Transducer.
a. A and Return-volts
b. Resistance-ohms
c. Transport Temperature-°F
Shut Down
aQ
be
Elapsed Time Met_er Readins_=_s__
Record Motor-Min.
Playback Motor-Hrs.
Total Time-Hrs.
OSE Time-Hrs.
Tape Passes-Accumulated
_+25 = +55 = C 0 = C +25 = C
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